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“In Committee”

1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT  

The purpose of the report is to recommend the release of a draft plan change for 
Mapua and Ruby Bay and provide the Council with the necessary supporting 
information it needs.

2. INTRODUCTION 

The Council has received a number of reports about the future development of 
Mapua and Ruby Bay EP05/03/26,EP08/06/04.and EP09/06/06.  It has been clear 
since the first consultation exercise on the Mapua Development Study 2004 that 
there are significant servicing and sustainable management issues at Mapua and 
Ruby Bay that would need to be resolved before any further development could be 
contemplated.  As well as the provision of adequate urban services of water, 
stormwater and wastewater a major issue has been considering the effects of climate 
change, in particular sea level rise, and the risks of serious environmental hazards of 
erosion and inundation which affect parts of the Mapua and especially the Ruby Bay 
coastline.  A separate report on coastal hazard risks from the Council’s Resource 
Scientist Rivers and Coast is appended (pages 37 to 55).

At its meeting on 16 June 2009 the Council requested further options for managing 
activities on the lowlying coastal plain between Mapua and Ruby Bay, including the 
option of raising low lying areas.  

The audit report on the remediation of the former Fruitgrowers Chemical Company 
site was released by the Ministry for the Environment in July 2009.  It is timely to 
review the zoning and special area restrictions on that site.
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Detailed ground level information for Mapua Ruby Bay became available in August 
2008 from the LiDAR survey.  This information has assisted the modelling of flood 
patterns under future different sea level and development scenarios. LiDAR 
information will be used progressively round the district.

3. UPDATES

3.1 This report contains an update for councillors on the following matters:

 Section 32 assessment of alternatives
 Mapua Structure Plan 
 Chemical Hazard Area 
 Network services 
 Residential density
 Rural residential location
 Historic heritage 
 Waimea estuary  management 
 Coastal Hazard Area
 Rural 1 Zone 
 Commercial
 Light Industrial 
 Noise
 Deferments

4.  SECTION 32 ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVES

This report includes a special section (Attachment 1) which provides a record of 
Council’s assessment of options for managing future growth of Mapua.  The 
Section 32 report considers the costs and benefits of a number of residential options, 
including a compact density option, commercial, industrial, open space options and 
options for the peripheral lowlying rural coastal land.

The assistance of Anna Crosbie is acknowledged in the preparation of the Section 32 
assessment.

5. MAPUA STRUCTURE PLAN 

The Mapua Structure Plan which was released for public consultation in April 2008 
has been amended to take account of various issues raised by residents and interest 
groups.  New maps showing physical constraints as well as the amount of lot 
development approved in the Rural 3 zone have been added.  The structure plan 
map (attached - page 36) has been reformatted so it is easier to read and will be 
available as part of a brochure for residents.  It has been used as the basis for 
preparing new planning maps.  Not all the issues raised in the community’s 
comments and in the Mapua Community Association’s wide ranging comments 
document have been able to be addressed in the structure plan.  Some matters 
relating to the Waimea Estuary will be dealt with in the Waimea Estuary Management 
Plan (see section 11 of this report).  Transport issues such as how public transport 
will be encouraged and transport energy use minimised are dealt with in the Regional 
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Land Transport Strategy 2010.  However it is acknowledged that land use patterns 
will have an influence on transport energy use.  

Commercial and gateway nodes have been added to the structure plan.  At the Ruby
Bay Bypass/ Higgs “Reserve” intersection a gateway node with additional planting 
and carparking has been added.  A requirement for planting along the Coastal 
Highway from Aranui Park westwards to the western edge of the Freilich property will 
provide an attractive approach to Mapua from the Bypass.

Proposed new plantings along the margins of the Seaton Valley and Dominion Road 
streams will provide an ecological corridor from the Mapua estuary to the inland 
wetlands at Chaytor Road and Seaton Valley.

The indicative roading in the structure plan and draft planning maps has been altered 
to include fewer cul-de-sacs and a more connected roading pattern.

Commercial nodes are included for the village centre and at the Mapua wharf and a 
smaller node at Seaton Valley to cater for day to day needs.  A small extension to the 
Light Industrial Zone at Warren Place is proposed. 

6. CHEMICAL HAZARD AREA (CHA)

The CHA has been imposed on the ex Fruitgrowers Chemical Company site in Tahi 
Street/ Aranui Road Mapua since the TRMP was notified in 1996.  The site has now 
been remediated and an audit report released (Audit of the Remediation of the 
former Fruitgrowers Chemical Company Site Mapua June 2009).  A Site 
Management Plan  (Ministry for the Environment August 2009) has also been 
prepared and must be adhered to for certain parts of the site -  that is those parts that 
have commercial grade soil below a 500mm cap of residential grade soil.  

The CHA rules in Chapter 18.10 of the TRMP apply to contaminated land that has 
not been remediated.  The site currently owned by the Council has been remediated 
and it is considered that the CHA can be uplifted.  However there remains a need to 
adhere to the Site Management Plan when earthworks are undertaken on those parts 
of the site that are not remediated to the residential standard.  These areas are the 
land located  east of Tahi Street to the Mapua Channel, the Tahi Street road reserve,  
on the former  waste disposal area and stream bed on the west side of the site.

It is proposed to amend the Council’s Engineering Code of Practice (earthworks 
section) to include the need to follow the requirements of a Site Management Plan for 
sites with remediated soils.

The Council’s property records and road records have been amended to include a 
link to the Site Management Plan.

7.   NETWORK SERVICES

The Council has an extensive list of infrastructure projects for Mapua and Ruby Bay 
included in the LTCCP 2009 (see list attached - pages 32 to 34).
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7.1 Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
 

Water supply is at capacity at Mapua.  The current Mapua  water supply is sourced 
from wells at Lower Queen Street Richmond.  To improve the existing supply a new 
coastal pipeline is proposed to be laid from a Motueka underground source in 
2011-2019.  The Aranui Road water main is programmed to be replaced mid way 
through that period in 2014- 2015.

Wastewater systems will also be extensively upgraded.  The following works are 
proposed:

 Upgrade of trunk main to Bells Island along Rabbit Island 2009/2010
 Mapua Wharf pump station upgrade and generator 2009-2011
 Stafford Drive pump station and rising main upgrade 2012-2015
 Higgs Road pump station upgrade and storage 2015/2016
 Leisure Park pump station upgrade and storage 2015/2016
 Ruby Bay Pump Station and storage 2016-2018 and pipeline 

renewals 2016/2017
 Toru Street pump station upgrade and storage 2016/2017

Stormwater reticulation improvements are proposed in parts of Ruby Bay over the 
period 2009/2011, School Road Drain 2016/2017 and Seaton Valley Stream 
2009/2011.

7.2 Transport

7.2.1 The Mapua Bypass is expected to open in June 2010.  This new inland 
route will enable through traffic on the current State Highway 60 to be 
diverted away from the day to day traffic movements of Mapua and Ruby 
Bay.  A new local traffic environment is likely to evolve that is more 
suitable to encourage walking and cycling.

  There are a number of new Council transport projects that have been 
included in the LTCCP to support future Mapua and Ruby Bay 
development:

 Mapua Waterfront carpark 2009/2010

 New walkways and cycleways associated with the Ruby Bay Bypass 
in 2010.  Underpasses to Gardners Valley and Dominion Roads have 
already been completed by NZTA.

 Aranui Road kerb and channel (ex FCC site) 2009/2010 and Tahi 
Street  2012/2013

 Higgs Road two corner upgrades

 New cycle/walkway facility along the current Coastal highway and 
Seaton Valley Road 2012/2013

 Streetscaping in Aranui Road 2020
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7.3 Reserves

Several significant new reserves projects are programmed for the period 2009/ 2020:

 Mapua Waterfront Park development 2009-2011 (new recreation  zoning in  
draft change)

 Funding for the redevelopment of the Mapua Hall 2011/2012

 New playing field development in Seaton Valley planned (Note: not yet 
programmed)

The draft plan change includes indicative neighbourhood reserves in new areas for 
residential development.  Existing ecological corridors that provide a link from Higgs 
Road to the estuary edge through coastal forest have also been included as 
indicative reserves.

Some larger reserves gifted to the community several decades ago are expected to 
become increasingly important in the next ten years as further development occurs 
around them.  New walking linkages to these areas are included in the draft plan 
change.  

Space has been earmarked for a new playing field site adjoining Seaton Valley Road 
midway up Seaton Valley.

8. RESIDENTIAL DENSITY

Some responses on the Mapua Structure Plan suggested that there should be 
provision for more variety in housing to promote a more diverse community of people 
with different ages and life stages.  The draft plan change includes provision for a 
special residential development area (minimum lot size 200 square metres) on the 
west side of Tahi Street on approximately 1 hectare of the remediated site.  The site 
is suitable for increased density because it is within walking distance of the village 
centre and the wharf amenities.  As the site is in the Coastal Environment Area a 
high standard of design will be required for new buildings and will be a controlled 
activity in this regard.  The rules provide for adequate individual outdoor living space 
(at least 30 square metres for compact density housing) and sunlight penetration.  A 
walking linkage across the site from the waterfront park to the inner estuary has also 
been incorporated.  In this location compact housing that is suitable for smaller 
households is encouraged.  Draft rules provide for an increase in coverage and a 
reduction of carpark requirements compared to the standard residential rules.  It is 
intended to encourage an efficient use of small sites while retaining on site amenity 
for residents.

Elsewhere in the new deferred residential areas a standard lot density of minimum 
net area 450 square metres is used.

The provision for second dwellings as a controlled activity in the existing Residential 
Zone has been removed as this is causing some servicing difficulties, particularly in 
relation to the provision of water.
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Updated growth modelling undertaken for the current 2009 - 2019 LTCCP includes 
provision for 511 new residential lots in Mapua Ruby Bay in the next 20+ years.

9. RURAL RESIDENTIAL LOCATION

With regard to rural residential development there have been community comments 
on the large number of lots consented to within Rural 3 subdivisions.  The location of 
these has been mapped in the updated structure plan document.  It is noted that 
most of these are at the Richmond end of the Rural 3 zone and not within easy 
walking / cycling distance of Mapua.  The Pomona Road Rural Residential Zone has 
been extended southwards to provide some more rural residential lots within 
relatively easy cycling and walking distance of central Mapua.

10. HISTORIC HERITAGE 

Since the last meeting to discuss Mapua and Ruby Bay development the Council has 
notified Plan Change 16 which addresses a need to have a better process for 
managing archaeological sites, including reviewed policy and rules.  There are many 
archaeological sites in the coastal area of Mapua and Ruby Bay.  In addition the Tahi 
Street peninsula has been identified as a cultural heritage precinct in the TRMP.  
Currently the precinct does not have any special rules but it does signify a rich area 
of sites and has been identified on special map AL20 in the planning maps. 

Additional buildings have been identified that have heritage values.  These are the 
ex-Wells orchard shed on SH 60 near the Seaton Valley Road intersection and the 
ex-Apple and Pear Board coolstore in the Mapua Wharf precinct.

11. WAIMEA ESTUARY MANAGEMENT 

The Waimea Estuary which adjoins the Mapua coastline is an important habitat for 
birds, plants, fish and invertebrates.  Its wildlife value is considered to be of national 
importance.1 Also it has important recreational values for fishing and boating as well 
as some utility functions.

As more esplanade reserves and strips are acquired by the Council the Waimea 
estuary margins are being increasingly used for walking and cycling.  Habitat 
restoration programmes are also under way along the margins and along the tributary 
streams.  Because rising sea level has the potential to erode esplanade reserves 
away on the estuary margin it is likely that esplanade strips will be increasingly used 
as the preferred mechanism for obtaining public access to the coast.  These have 
been indicated on the structure plan and area maps attached.  
                                                                  
Since the last Council discussion on the Mapua Structure Plan the Council has 
initiated a joint study with Nelson City Council on the management of the Waimea 
Estuary.  Recommendations for an integrated management strategy are expected to 
be reported back in August 2010.

1 Internationally and Nationally Important Coastal Areas from Kahurangi Point to Waimea Inlet, Nelson, New 
Zealand: Recommendations for Protection Department of Conservation 1993
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While an indicative reserve has been shown on the coastal margin south of Higgs 
Road it may not be possible to include that part of the land that is affected by a QE II 
National Trust covenant.  A walkway on public coastal space may need to be 
considered.

12. COASTAL HAZARD AREA
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
The Coastal Hazard Area was introduced in to the Waimea Section of the 
Transitional Plan in Change W10 in 1991. It was based on erosion rates and sea 
level rise information available at that time.  It has been continued in the TRMP and 
was modified as a result of submissions in December 2000. Now its extent has been 
reassessed by staff in the light of new information on ground levels from LiDAR 
survey information obtained in 2008 and current sea level rise projections (up to 0.8m  
rise by 2100).  The Council’s coastal scientist has provided further advice on erosion 
and inundation risk and different filling options in his report attached.

It is not just a rise in mean sea level that will impact on coastal flood and erosion 
hazards at Mapua Ruby Bay. Any change in magnitude or frequency of storm tide 
levels will be important, which in turn depends on the magnitude and frequency of 
storm surges - and on storm surge coinciding with high tide (see diagram below). 

In the draft plan change the existing Coastal Hazard Area - shown as blue cross 
hatching on Area Map 87 attached - is proposed to be altered by lengthening and 
widening it along the open sea coast and channel to take account of erosion and 
inundation. The proposed alterations to CHA policy in Chapter 13 TRMP and rules in 
Chapters 18.5 and 18.9 will provide a more robust framework for managing activities 
such as land disturbance and building of permanent structures that could have 
adverse effects and in turn be adversely affected in this vulnerable coastal location.

There are areas in the existing Mapua township that are low and will be increasingly 
at risk of inundation from sea events.  The probability of these events has yet to be 
determined so the coastal hazard area has not been imposed. However the low level 
of the land (below 3.5m amsl) is considered to limit the potential for future 
subdivision. This has been recognised by imposing a Residential Closed zoning on 
part of Tahi Street and part of Iwa Street.
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13. RURAL 1 ZONE
 

At the 16 June 2009 Environment and Planning meeting the Council requested a 
review of the existing Rural 1 Zone as it applies to Mapua and Ruby Bay.  This 
review is to include an option that allows filling of lowlying areas.

The LiDAR survey information shows that much of the land on the coastal plain 
between Mapua and Ruby Bay is only 2-3 metres above mean sea level.  Land in the 
lower Seaton Valley is even lower - 2 metres above msl.  Both areas would require a 
large quantity of fill if they were to be developed -  to fill an extra metre across the 
coastal plain excluding the Ruby Bay houses would require  750,000m3 of fill.

The size of blocks in the Rural 1 Zone in the Mapua Structure Plan Area has been 
assessed.  All the blocks except one are below the minimum lot size of 12 hectares 
which currently applies in that zone.  Consultation with owners at a meeting in 
December 2009 indicated that most owners value the spaciousness of these blocks.  
Some owners would like to be able to subdivide their properties for estate planning or 
because they are aging and can no longer manage their property easily.

Some owners also referred to an earlier zoning of their land as Coastal 2 where no 
further subdivision was permitted.  This has been assessed as Option K in the 
Section 32 report attached (p24).

Overall the lowlying nature of much of the zone makes it unsuitable for further 
subdivision.  In flood modelling undertaken for the stormwater works that the Council 
is about to begin along Seaton Valley Stream and for future planning an assumption 
has been made that some floodwater will be able to be retained in these low lying 
areas if a flood greater than a 20 year event occurs.  Mr Verstappens’s report 
explains the other assumptions in the modelling exercise including 0.8 metres of sea 
level rise projected to occur the next 100 years and considers several filling 
scenarios.  

The Rural 1 area, because of its lowlying nature is not considered to have potential 
as a future residential or rural residential zone.  The preferred policy response is to 
extend the existing residential zone and the Pomona Road rural residential zone on 
to the hills behind Mapua and to close the Rural 1 zone to further subdivision. 
 

14. COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

As well as the three small additions to the Commercial Zone on the northwest corner 
of Tahi Street, at Aranui Road and at Toru Street (the latter two in the village centre) 
a small centre at the lower end of Seaton Valley Road adjoining the Mapua 
substation site has been identified on the planning maps (Zone map 87).  It would 
serve the day to day needs of the deferred residential zone between the Coastal 
Highway and Seaton Valley Road.
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15. LIGHT INDUSTRIAL ZONE 

The draft plan change includes one new area of Light Industrial zoning which lies 
between the Coastal Highway and the Seaton Valley Stream.  The area is 
1.7 hectares of sandy soils immediately north of the Warren Place Industrial Zone. It 
is well separated from urban development to avoid cross boundary effects.

Another area considered was 4 hectares of sandy soils located north of the Seaton 
Valley Stream.  Community feedback is that this site is inappropriate as it is too close 
to Ruby Bay housing.  

16. NOISE

A new noise descriptor LAeq to replace the existing L10 was introduced into the TRMP 
through the Richmond West Plan Change 10.  The former is a national and 
international standard measurement system which better portrays the noise climate 
than the L10 being used at present.  It is proposed to change the noise standards 
progressively so that the LA eq applies throughout the district.  

This change provides for the use of the new LAeq descriptor in the Mapua 
Development and Special Development Area residential zones.

17. DEFERMENTS

Deferments on residential zoning at Mapua currently recognise only a stormwater 
servicing constraint.  However, there are other servicing constraints for water and 
wastewater that need to be recognised.  It is proposed to make appropriate 
amendments to Chapter 17.14 in the draft change to cover these other services.  The 
Council has a programme of works to overcome these constraints but these will take 
a number of years to implement.

18. DRAFT PLAN CHANGE 

The structure plan provisions and coastal hazard report have been used as the basis 
for preparing the draft plan change attached.

19. CONSULTATION

The proposed strategy for consultation on the draft plan change has been discussed 
with the Council’s communications advisor. It uses a mix of meetings and written 
communications to advise residents,iwi, interest groups and the general public about 
the draft plan change.  A summary is given below:

 write to all residents in the Mapua  Area about the draft plan change
 Newsline article - June issue
 press release and TDC website update
 daytime open day and evening meeting in Mapua - June 
 iwi meeting - June
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20. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the Committee:

1. Approve the appended draft plan change for Mapua for public release for 
community feedback.

2. Approve the consultation strategy. 

3. Note the recommendations in the appended Coastal Hazards report for further 
modelling to improve precision of estimates of annual probabilities of inundation 
within the developed part of Mapua to support future assessment of hazard risk 
mitigation options for that area.

Rose Biss
Policy Planner
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ATTACHMENT 1  

                                                                                                                      22 March 2010

REPORT ON ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVES UNDER SECTION 32 OF THE 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT FOR MAPUA DRAFT PLAN CHANGE

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to meet Council’s requirements under Section 32 of the 
Resource Management Act 1991 (the RMA), by recording Council’s assessment of 
alternative land use options for managing the effects of development in the Mapua 
and Ruby Bay areas.

This report supports Council’s draft Plan Change No 22 to the Tasman Resource 
Management Plan.

2. LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of the RMA is to promote the sustainable management of natural and 
physical resources, by managing the use, development and protection of natural and 
physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people and communities to 
provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing and for their health and 
safety while:

a) Sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) 
to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations; and 

b) Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems; 
and

c)   Avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the 
environment. 

The RMA requires that when changes to statutory documents are notified, a Section 
32 evaluation is also to be made publicly available.  This evaluation is to consider the 
alternatives, benefits and costs of the proposed changes in achieving the purpose of 
the Act.  A further evaluation is to occur before the local authority makes a decision 
on the proposed changes.  

Section 32 sets out what the evaluation must do: 

(3) An evaluation must examine- 
a) the extent to which each objective is the most appropriate way to achieve 

the purpose of this Act; and 
b) whether, having regard to their efficiency and effectiveness, the policies, 

rules, or other methods are the most appropriate for achieving the 
objectives. 

(4) For the purposes of this examination, an evaluation must take into account- 
a) the benefits and costs of policies, rules or other methods; and 
b) the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient 
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information about the subject matter of the policies, rules, or other 
methods. 

The RMA does not include definitions of “efficiency” or “effectiveness”.  Efficiency is 
taken to mean a measured ratio of benefits to costs, where a higher ratio indicates a 
higher efficiency. Effectiveness is a measure of how successful a policy, rule or other 
method is in achieving an objective.  

2. PLANNING CONTEXT

2.1 Summary

The following table outlines the activity leading towards proposed Plan Change.

Table 1: Mapua Plan Change Planning Context
Date Planning Activity
December 2000 Publication of the Coastal Tasman Area Strategic Development 

Review, which set the scene for further detailed studies in Mapua 
and Ruby Bay, and the coastal fringe area now known as Rural 3.

December 2003 Establishment of Rural 3 zone, some of which serves as hinterland 
to Mapua and Ruby Bay.

April 2004 Publication of the Mapua Ruby Bay Development Study.

June 2006 Council resolves to prepare a Structure Plan for Mapua - Ruby Bay.

May 2007 Council adopts recommendations of a Climate Change Risks and 
Briefing Paper.

April 2008 Draft Mapua Structure Plan released for public comment.

June 2008 Council agrees to amended Structure Plan as a basis for preparing 
a draft plan change.

July 2008 MoE Coastal Hazards and Climate Change Guidance instructs 
Councils to plan for a 0.8m sea level rise by 2090.

October 2008 Construction of the Ruby Bay bypass commenced.

June 2009 LTCCP becomes operative - includes Mapua projects. 

July 2009
August 2009

Audit of the remediation of former FCC site released.
Site Management Plan for former FCC site released.

2.2 Key Planning Issues

2.2.1 Infrastructure
The responses to the 2004 Mapua Ruby Bay Development Study frequently referred 
to Mapua’s inadequate infrastructure services. Since this time several upgrade 
projects have been included in the Council’s LTCCP (Long Term Council Community 
Plan), but infrastructure remains a significant planning issue and constraint for future 
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development. A table of all Mapua Ruby Bay infrastructure projects programmed in 
the Council’s Activity Management Plans, covering the next twenty years, is attached 
as Appendix 1. All options for new residential development assessed during the 
structure planning process are reliant on improved services provision. As such the 
cost and predicted roll out of adequate services provision has been a key 
consideration in the Council’s options assessment work. Key infrastructure issues 
and planned activities are:

Stormwater 
A major widening of the Seaton Valley Stream below Stafford Drive is proposed as 
well as improvements to culverts and to the tide gates at the Mapua Causeway. The 
stream works will also incorporate recreational opportunities.

Wastewater 
A major trunk main upgrade to Bells Island treatment plant is planned in 2009/10.

In addition seven pumping stations in the Mapua Ruby Bay area will be upgraded in 
the planning period.

Water 
The Coastal Tasman pipeline will be constructed to enhance the Mapua/ Ruby Bay 
water supply with the Aranui Road water main replacement proposed in 2014/15.

Roading 
Streetscaping in Aranui Road is proposed to be completed by 2020.

Road widening is proposed in Pomona and Seaton Valley Roads during the planning 
period. Some corners on Higgs Road will be improved.

Reserves  
The Mapua waterfront park is expected to be completed in the planning period.

Land for new playing fields is also being sought. New residential areas will contribute 
new neighbourhood open spaces and walkway linkages as well as incorporating 
some areas with biodiversity values.     

2.2.2 Hazards
A Coastal Hazard Area exists along the Ruby Bay - Mapua shoreline. The coastline 
is dynamic and subject to severe erosion where it is unprotected (historic long-term 
retreat is estimated at over 1m per year). A range of protection structures, built by 
property owners and the Council, have resulted in adhoc hazard management and 
inefficient shoreline protection. 

An anticipated sea level rise (0.8m by 2090) will bring an increased risk of flooding by 
sea inundation, realised by increasing frequency of storm surge events, and a 
gradual rise in mean sea level.

Following consideration of a Climate Change Risks and Briefing Paper, Council 
adopted a number of recommendations, some relevant to the urban development 
process. The Council committed resources, through the Annual Plan process, to fund 
detailed contour information on low-lying coastal land. (This information was obtained 
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for the Mapua - Ruby Bay area in late 2008.) Council also adopted the 
recommendation that it applies the best available climate information at the time of 
any infrastructure installation, upgrade or maintenance, and the review of policy 
documents, including the Tasman Resource Management Plan.

At a policy level, coastal hazard management in New Zealand tends to consider the 
following options:

Event Protection hard approach (seawalls, groynes, etc.)

soft approach (dune protection, beach nourishment)

Damage Prevention avoidance (prevent residential development)
modify loss potential (e.g. relocatable buildings)

Loss  Distribution individual measures (e.g. insurance)
community measures

Risk Acceptance increase community’s ability to cope with effects of 
an event

It is accepted practice throughout New Zealand that the use of seawalls, revetments, 
groynes, breakwaters and other artificial structures should only be considered after 
other, less environmentally damaging alternatives are deemed unfeasible. This is due 
to a number of reasons: the impact of artificial structures on localised beach wave 
and sediment patterns; their impact on the integrity and functioning of natural coastal 
processes; the disappearance of dunes, dry beaches and low-tide wet beaches; loss 
of public amenity values; and reduction in public access to and use and enjoyment of 
the coastal environment.

Although is likely that a “hard approach” to event protection will continue to be 
required at Ruby Bay, specific options will not be drawn up within the structure 
planning timeframe. A detailed technical study of the Ruby Bay - Mapua shoreline is 
required to update Council’s knowledge of the complex beach system as a whole, 
and how existing adhoc protection structures are affecting wave behaviour. Crucially, 
the technical study will also need to assess strategic options for future coastal hazard 
management.

The preferred option is to extend the coastal hazard area so it takes into account 
both inundation and coastal erosion.

Freshwater inundation also remains a hazard in some low-lying areas of Mapua. 

The constraints map below indicates land that has been excluded from residential 
development options assessment, due to coastal or freshwater inundation risk.           
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Map 1 

2.2.3 Productive Land and Rural Character

Public responses to both the 2004 Mapua Ruby Bay Development Study and 2008 
Draft Mapua Structure Plan show consistent public concern about the loss of 
productive land and associated rural character. More recent public concern on the 
(perceived negative) affects of the Rural 3 zone - which is not in the Structure Plan 
area - has nevertheless heightened sensitivities and concerns about the ‘spread’ of 
the Mapua urban area onto adjacent productive rural and horticultural land.

However, there are limited geographical options for providing for residential 
development in the structure plan area - largely due to the hazard constraints shown 
in Map 1 above, and the limited scope and desire for infill development in existing 
residential zones. The loss of some productive land is therefore inevitable if the 
demand for new residential development is to be met.
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2.2.4 Open Space Provision

Whilst the public’s concern over the loss of rural character is linked to a sense of 
open space, there is an additional concern that provision of open space for active 
and passive recreation will need to increase with the area’s population.

The Council’s policy is to require four hectares of open space per 10 00 people. With 
an anticipated population growth of 572 people between 2006 and 2031 (Statistics 
NZ medium growth projection), an additional two hectares of open space will be 
required.

The Council has earmarked a site for further playing fields midway up the Seaton 
Valley. It has considered some alternative sites but these are not favoured because 
they are considered to be either too flood prone or have high summer irrigation 
requirements. 

3. REVISED ISSUES

3.1 Population Growth / Take Up of Rural 3 - Impact on Mapua

Mapua is also a service centre for some residents of the Rural 3 hinterland. The 
Coastal Tasman Area (which includes all of Rural 3 plus the area west to the Moutere 
Highway is projected to grow from 2215 (year 2006) to 2666 residents in 2031.  While 
517 new lots have been approved in the Rural 3 Zone between 2003 and February 
2009 uptake of these lots for new dwellings has been relatively slow.

Residents living in the central section of Rural 3 are likely to use Mapua as their 
service centre which may cause impacts on its physical and social infrastructure 
(roads, school, library, health centre etc.). Residents in the southern sector of the 
Rural 3 Zone are more likely to use Richmond as their service centre. Residents in 
the northern sector are likely to use Motueka and possible Tasman as their centre.

Infrastructure
A comprehensive range of servicing projects for water, wastewater, stormwater and 
roads has been included in the Council’s LTCCP. A new project that has not yet been 
included in the LTCCP is the Mapua playing field proposal. 

Coastal Hazards
The coastal hazards assessment has been provided in a separate report by the 
Council’s coastal resource scientist. It considers a number of scenarios from doing 
nothing to a full structural response. 

Business Growth Options 
Two sites have been considered that have frontage to Stafford Drive. The first site 
(Option Q) can be considered as an extension to the existing Warren Place zone. 
Currently it has two lifestyle properties on it. The shared path for cyclists and 
pedestrians along Stafford Drive passes across its frontage. Multiple accesses could 
cause some safety issues so an alternative access would be desirable.

The other larger site located further north on Stafford Drive (Option P) has the same 
issue with the shared path crossing its frontage. There have been a number of 
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adverse comments received during public consultation about using this site for 
business growth because of possible cross boundary effects with residential use 
nearby. One of the site owners has expressed interest in a recreational use for the 
property. 

Both sites are relatively low lying at 3.5m amsl.
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4. ASSESSMENT OF OPTIONS - RESIDENTIAL GROWTH AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT OPTIONS                            

Option A) Status Quo 

No further planned development
Benefits and opportunities Costs and 

constraints
Risks and 
uncertainties

Summary of Council Assessment

No direct or immediate cost to 
Council.

This adhoc approach to strategic 
development planning would allow 
piecemeal growth to occur.

Risk of private plan changes.


This option is not an acceptable way 
forward.

Option B) Infill/intensification

Increase densities in existing residential zone
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Increase densities in existing 
residential zone.
Intensification provides for medium 
density housing types.
Plan change will require second 
dwellings on lots to have a 
resource consent - Council will 
have more control over  where 
intensification occurs.

Limited opportunities for infill 
exist.
Limited public support for 
higher densities.
Intensification can’t occur in 
the short-term, until 
infrastructure services are 
upgraded.

Some sites close to the Mapua Channel 
may be subject to future inundation.


Some intensification may be 
acceptable, but there is limited scope 
and support for significant amounts of 
intensification. Intensification is not an 
effective option for meeting all future 
demand for residential growth.
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Option C) 
Residential zone extension - Hill Land Phase 1
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Ability to provide a significant 
number of new lots (over 200)

Adjacent to Mapua township.

Pleasant outlook - good amenity.

Land closer to existing services 
connections than for Option D.

Opportunities to create new walking 
and cycling linkages between the 
Higgs Road area and the existing 
village centre in Aranui Road and 
Aranui Park.

Residential zoning required to 
be deferred until necessary 
infrastructure is provided.

Potential reverse sensitivity 
issues if residential 
development occurs piecemeal 
- resulting pockets of 
residential amongst orchard 
uses not desirable.

Loss of some productive land.

Cost of treating former orchard 
land for chemical residues

Need to upgrade Higgs Road.

Investment required in social 
infrastructure (e.g. school, 
health facilities) to provide for 
new population.

This option is reliant on the roll-out of 
efficient infrastructure services.

Individual landowner preferences and 
market forces may not support this land 
being developed first.


Of all the new residential zone options, 
it is the most cost effective to service 
this land with new infrastructure first 
(start from bottom of site and work up 
the hill).

With adequate road, cycling and 
walking linkages and open spaces, 
this new residential zone will become 
a planned and integrated extension of 
Mapua village.
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Option D) 
Residential zone extension - Hill Land Phase 2
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Ability to provide a significant number 
of new lots (over 300).

Opportunity to create an amenity 
planting setback along the edge of 
(current) SH60, which could 
safeguard a pleasant arrival 
experience for Mapua.

Opportunity to provide a small 
neighbourhood commercial centre to 
service some of the local shopping 
needs of this residential area (e.g. 
dairy, takeaway). 

Desirable for this land to be 
developed after phase 1 (Option 
C) is substantially built out. 
However, 5-6 lots have already 
been consented as deferred 
rural residential, adjacent to the 
sub-station. There is potential 
for these existing deferred rural 
residential lots to be re-zoned 
as deferred residential.

Loss of productive land.

Cost of treating former orchard 
land for chemical residues.

Will significantly alter the rural 
character currently associated 
with Mapua’s arrival experience.

Will significantly alter the identity 
of Mapua and the perceived 
containment of its residential 
areas.

Need to provide safe pedestrian 
access along (current) SH60 to 
Mapua School.

Investment required in social 
infrastructure (e.g. school, 
health facilities) to provide for 
new population.

This option is reliant on the roll-out of 
efficient infrastructure services - deferred 
zoning necessary.

Time it may take for Phase 1 to be built out.

May be political need to consider a rates 
remission policy?

Individual landowner preferences and 
market forces may not support this land 
being developed as a second phase.

Risk of creating a car-reliant development, 
and not meeting sustainable development 
objectives, if adequate walking and cycling 
linkages into Mapua aren’t provided at the 
time of development.


Lots adjacent to sub-station already 
consented, with specific TRMP rules in 
place.

This option will provide for significant 
percentage of demand for new 
residential growth.

Over time, and with adequate physical 
and social infrastructure in place, it will 
be a planned and pleasant new sub-
entity to the Mapua village.
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Option E) Headland Option 
Residential zone extension
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Potential to provide 50 - 60 new 
lots.

Land has high amenity value - 
extensive views over estuary.

Opportunity to create public reserve 
on estuary edge and in gullies - e.g. 
an esplanade reserve of width at 
least 20 metres.

Land does not require treating for 
chemical residues.

Residential zoning required to 
be deferred until necessary 
infrastructure is provided.

This   Option is reliant on the roll-out of efficient 
infrastructure services.

Must ensure reserve on estuary edge is 
adequate to create a no-build buffer to 
estuary habitats and archaeological sites


This option is not reliant on phasing of 
Options C or D. 

Option F) Village Low Land
Residential zone extension
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Potential to create 102 new lots 
(already consented).

Adjacent to village centre. Meets 
Council’s walkability and  access 
objectives

Provides opportunity to extend 
Mapua Domain

Most of consented 
development is deferred until 
necessary infrastructure is 
provided.

The land is low lying. A long-term 
potential inundation hazard exists.

Servicing quite difficult because of 
lowlying nature and lack of fall.


This option provides the last 
opportunity for significant new 
residential development in the heart of 
the village.
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Option G1) Ruby Bay Coastal Strip

Change existing Rural 1 to Residential Closed
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
A Residential  Closed Zone will 
enable existing dwellings to be 
redeveloped under TRMP 
residential rules. Footprint 
coverage and infilling of sites will 
be governed by new rules.
NB: No coverage rules for 
dwellings in present Rural 1 zone.

No new development or subdivision 
will be allowed.

Coastal protection structures will be 
defined and classified as buildings, 
which will give the Council more 
control over their design and 
installation.

New coastal management policies 
will create the opportunity to 
remediate the landscape character 
of the beach affected by installation 
of adhoc coastal protection 
structures.

New coastal management policies 
could create improved public 
access to beach.

Area prone to coastal erosion 
and seawater inundation.

Identified community desire for 
a buffer area distinguishing the 
Ruby Bay residential area from 
Mapua residential boundary.

National government guidance assumes 
0.8m sea level rise by 2090 and 
increased incidences of storm surges.

Council requires a detailed coastal 
engineering study to confirm frequency 
and severity of hazard risk exposure to 
direct future coastal 
management/property protection policies.

Coastal Hazard Area boundaries will 
overlay this zone. Boundaries of the CHA 
are currently being reviewed.


It is appropriate to introduce this 
Residential Closed Zone, as this area 
is not suitable for further residential 
development due to coastal erosion 
and seawater inundation risk.

Assumes  there is no further 
upgrading of existing  protection 
structures
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Option G2) Tahi Street and part Iwa Street
Residential  to Residential Closed
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Reduce future assets at risk but 
enables adaptation of existing 
assets

Reduces some development 
opportunities

Need for future protection structures has 
not been ascertained


A more moderate approach is justified 
in this low lying developed area that is 
not exposed to the open coast

Development subject to minimum floor 
level to avoid future inundation risk
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Option H) Brownfield Site Option
Residential Special Development Area on mixed-use development site (remediated FCC site, Tahi Street west side)
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Vital opportunity to provide medium 
density housing types.

Residential component to mixed-
use developments is desirable and 
meets Council’s urban design 
objectives.

Meets Council’s walkability/access 
objectives.

Land covenants will be 
required to implement imposed 
MfE audit conclusions and 
restrictions on future land use.

Community concern over suitability of 
remediated land for residential gardens.


Council supports the need for a 
residential component to this important 
mixed-use development.

The site has been independently 
audited as suitable for residential 
development.

Development subject to minimum 
ground level to avoid future inundation 
risk

Option I) Senior Property - Hillside
Serviced Rural Residential Zone
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Opportunity to provide desirable 
lifestyle lots of high amenity.

Opportunity to create walking 
linkages between Pomona Road 
and Stafford Drive 

Rural Residential zoning 
required to be deferred until 
necessary infrastructure is 
provided.

TRMP will need to adequately control the 
impact of hill side buildings and roads on 
the landscape.


This option will provide for the demand 
for high amenity lifestyle lots in the 
Mapua area.
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Option J) Coastal Flood Plain

New Rural 1 Closed Zone
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
A Closed Zone will restrict new 
development and reduce the risk of 
seawater and freshwater inundation 
of domestic properties.

Retention of rural character and 
cultural heritage sites.
New coastal management policies 
will create the opportunity to 
remediate the landscape character 
of the beach affected by installation 
of adhoc coastal protection 
structures.

New coastal management policies 
could create improved public 
access to beach.

Erecting new dwellings other 
than replacements will become
more difficult.

Filling and earthworks will be 
subject to greater 
management.   

Coastal Hazard Area boundaries will 
overlay this zone. Boundaries of the CHA 
are currently being reviewed.

The maintenance and upgrading of 
existing protection structures is uncertain.


The outcomes of hazard planning and 
flood modelling work dictate it is 
necessary to restrict new development 
in this area, particularly filling.
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Option K) Coastal Zone with filling

Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
A Coastal Zone on the seaward 
side of Stafford Drive with filled 
sites for new development to 
reduce the risk of seawater and 
freshwater inundation of filled 
properties.

Will be costly to fill this large 
area.

Stormwater planning has 
already been modelled on this 
area remaining unfilled.

Could exacerbate flooding area in lower 
Seaton Valley.

Likely to cause or increase flooding risk 
on adjoining land.

Filled area may remain subject to coastal 
erosion and seawater inundation risk.

The filling may impact on natural 
character and heritage sites


The outcomes of hazard planning and 
flood modelling work dictate it is 
necessary to restrict new development 
in this area, particularly subdivision 
and filling.

5. ASSESSMENT OF OPTIONS - COMMERCIAL AND LIGHT INDUSTRIAL GROWTH OPTIONS

Option L) Mapua Wharf
Extension of commercial zone west of Tahi Street
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Will complement and support the 
existing wharf commercial area.

Will strengthen the viability and 
identity of the wharf area as a 
commercial and visitor attraction 
node.

Some land covenants will be 
required due to brownfield site 
history.

Suitable audit results of remediated site.

Timescale for development of the 
remediated site.

Minimum ground level required to avoid 
sea water inundation risk.


The wharf is an important commercial 
and tourist node. New commercial 
activity is an important element of the 
Tahi Street mixed-use development.
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Option M) Toru Street
New commercial zone
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Opportunity to expand and 
strengthen existing commercial 
zone in the village centre.

Opportunity to accommodate 
home-business, start-up or small-
to-medium business enterprise and 
community activities in Mapua.

Need to manage cross 
boundary issues with adjacent 
residential zone.

Implementation of new zoning dependant 
on land owner actions. Phasing of this 
zone in relation to other new commercial 
zones is uncertain.


This will expand and strengthen the 
existing village centre commercial 
zone. 

Option N) Aranui Road/Higgs Road 

Extension of commercial zone
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Opportunity to expand and 
strengthen existing commercial 
zone in the village centre.

Traffic access and 
management for site.

Implementation of new zoning dependant 
on land owner actions. Phasing of this 
zone in relation to other new commercial 
zones is uncertain.


This will expand and strengthen the 
existing village centre commercial 
zone.
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Option O) New ‘Neighbourhood centre’ in Seaton Valley Road
New Deferred Commercial Zone
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
A new neighbourhood commercial 
centre would serve the Seaton 
Valley catchment area. 

Would support Council’s 
walkability/access objectives. 

Would support urban design 
policies and support wider 
sustainability objectives.

The commercial centre would serve 
as a buffer between the sub-station 
and adjacent residential dwellings.

Traffic safety and access - site 
would need to be located 
between existing sub-station 
and the proposed new road 
access into Freilich land.

Phasing is uncertain. 
Provision of a small neighbourhood 
commercial centre is an essential 
element of long-term community 
development of the new residential 
area west of the Coastal Highway.
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Option P) Stafford Drive North
New Light Industrial Zone
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
A large site with good potential 
road access.

Would provide for new local 
business and employment 
opportunities.

Public opposition due to cross-
boundary issues with adjacent 
residential and rural-residential 
zones (noise, visual effects, 
traffic generation). Conflicts 
with shared path across 
frontage.

Land also a potential area for 
new open space/playing fields, 
which would provide a 
desirable green buffer between 
the Ruby Bay and Mapua 
‘sections’ of Stafford Drive.

There are limited alternative 
locations for new light 
industrial zoning.

Low-lying land is at some risk of 
freshwater inundation and future 
seawater inundation.

This site is not a preferred option 
because filling of it will impact on 
adjoining land.

Industrial activities inappropriate close 
to residential uses. 

Option Q) Stafford Drive South
New Light Industrial Zone
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Located adjacent to existing light 
industrial zone at Warren Place.

Would provide for new local 
business and employment 
opportunities close to Mapua.

Opportunity to relocate existing  
landscape strip to Seaton Valley 
Stream boundary.

There are limited alternative 
locations for new light 
industrial zoning.

The streamside location 
means some land will be 
required for a reserve.

Low-lying land so minimum ground levels 
will be required. 

Some flood risk from Seaton Valley 
Stream dependant on stream upgrade 
works.

Proximity to existing industrial zone is 
a positive feature.

Separated from urban dwellings.
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6. ASSESSMENT OF OPTIONS -OPEN SPACE OPTIONS

Option R) Senior Land
New open space provision - lower Seaton Valley
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Land owner negotiations could be 
progressed quickly.

Cost of flood 
prevention/repair/on-going 
maintenance likely to be 
unacceptable.

Very low-lying land (1.5-2m).
In a high-risk flood area.

Flood risk and frequency of inundation 
is too high and renders site unsuitable. 
Extensive works would be required.

Option S) Senior Land
New open space provision - mid Seaton Valley
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Land owner negotiations could be 
progressed quickly.

Soils heavier than Option T so 
need less irrigation 

Opportunity to integrate in the 
Seaton Valley Stream margin

Some earthworks may be 
necessary to prepare site 
and raise land to suitable level 
to reduce flood risk.

Flooding of playing fields is expected to 
be an infrequent event.

Slight to moderate flood risk is 
acceptable. 

Option T) Stafford Drive North
New open space provision
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Good location between Mapua and 
Ruby Bay. Would act as a green 
buffer to prevent continous ribbon 
development along Stafford Drive.

The soils in the area are 
relatively light so much 
irrigation is likely to be 
required.

Moderate earthworks required 
and stump removal.

Likely outcome of land owner 
negotiations unknown.

Some flood risk.

Location is suitable for open space 
provision but light soils and large trees 
make ground preparation costly.
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7. ASSESSMENT OF OPTIONS - HAZARD PLANNING OPTIONS

Option U) Coastal Hazard Area
New boundary to restrict all building, filling and subdivision
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Contains the number of assets at 
risk.
Minimises the exposure hazard risk 
to life and property.

Some development 
opportunities foregone.

Existing sea level rise figures may be 
further adjusted. 

Longevity and integrity for existing 
protection structures is uncertain.

A precautionary approach supports 
NZCPS policies.

Unless the Council commits to long 
term maintenance of protection 
structures they will become ineffective

Option V) Coastal Hazard Area
Existing boundary remains -  status quo 
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Some development continues Will require increased height of 

existing protective structures to 
minimise inundation.

New development exposed to 
increasing hazard risk

The extent of the Coastal Hazard Area 
may need to be adjusted again at a later 
date.

Doesn’t acknowledge inundation risk.
Risk at Channel entrance not 
acknowledged.

Council may maintain its own protection 
structures but there is uncertainty what 
will happen with private structures. 

Existing CHA only acknowledges 
erosion risk to 2040.

Ignores future risks of inundation.

Option W) Chemical Hazard Area
Remove CHA and add new earthworks rules to TRMP
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
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Transparent and easily 
discoverable

Cost and time  of preparing 
and implementing regulations 

Delays in implementation may occur. 

Contestability may dilute desired outcome

Uncertainty of outcome

Option X) Chemical Hazard Area
Remove CHA and gazette parts of site as reserve with management plan  
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Process may be simpler and faster 
than imposing new rules and policy 
under RMA

 Some costs in changing the 
status of the land to a reserve 
and preparing a management 
plan.

Doesn’t  address all the land that needs 
to be managed through a special Site 
Management Plan  

A partial solution to the issue that may 
take some time to implement 

Option Y) Chemical Hazard Area
Remove CHA and amend all related Council property records, to link to site management plan and prepare Engineering Standards for 
remediated soils
Benefits and opportunities Costs and constraints Risks and uncertainties Summary of Council Assessment
Has immediate effect if SMP link on 
all property records.

Easily discoverable

Little cost in implementing.

Roads and foreshore records 
separate to other  Council 
property records

Slight risk the property record will not be 
checked 

Engineering Standards are not proposed 
to be altered  immediately 

This option can provide good linkage 
between site management plan and 
property records.

Roads will need to be separately 
addressed

Engineering standards can address all 
remediated soils 
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List of Mapua/Ruby Bay Projects in LTCCP 2009  
Appendix1
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TO: Environment and Planning Committee
Rose Biss Policy Planner

FROM: Eric Verstappen – Resource Scientist Rivers and Coast

DATE: 26 March 2010

FILE NO: L314

SUBJECT: COASTAL HAZARDS:  MAPUA - RUBY BAY

Introduction

The Mapua – Ruby Bay communities lie mostly on the coastal plain and partly on the 
adjacent hills on the Tasman Bay shoreline between the Moutere Bluffs and the northern 
outlet channel of the Waimea Estuary. Those parts of each community that are located on 
the low coastal hills are relatively free from exposure to erosion or inundation risk, other 
than those areas within or immediately adjacent to natural drainage paths from the hills 
down to the coastal plain and the sea. 

Recently acquired high resolution LIDAR aerial photography has enabled production of 
inferred 0.5m contours for the locality. This information graphically highlights the fact that 
the coastal plain, on which much of the community is located, is relatively low to very low 
lying. Land contours derived from the LIDAR data are shown in Figure 1.

This coastal plain has experienced, and remains subject to, a number of natural hazard 
risks. These include coastal erosion, inundation from the sea and flooding from rainfall 
runoff from the adjoining hinterland. These natural hazard risks are expected to increase in 
the future, either due to the effects of projected climate change on rainfall intensity, sea 
level rise and storminess, or as a result of further developments in areas potentially 
subject to natural hazards.

The primary hazard risks to the Mapua-Ruby Bay communities comprise the following:

 Coastal erosion along the Tasman Bay and Waimea estuary shoreline;
 Seawater inundation of land adjacent to the shoreline;
 Flooding from incident rainfall in the catchment draining towards the two 

communities. 

The appendix contains photographs of coastal erosion, seawater inundation and 
freshwater flooding that has occurred in the Mapua-Ruby Bay area.

This report will examine the present and future risks from these hazards over a time period 
to 2100 and the impact of these potential hazards given various hazard mitigation 
measures.

Hazard Risks, Potential Impacts and Mitigation Options 

A COASTAL EROSION

(i) Historical and future erosion rates
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The Ruby Bay shoreline has been subject to persistent, long term erosion since at least 
1912, the date from which Council has cadastre and aerial photographic records. Long 
term average erosion rates vary along the shoreline, from being less that 0.1m/year in the 
Pinehill Stream locality and steadily increasing southwards along the shoreline to exceed 
1.0m/year south of Broadsea Ave. This aggressive erosion rate prevails for the remainder 
of the shoreline to virtually the western outlet of the Waimea estuary. At this point, pre-
1980 phases of both deposition and erosion on the beach fronting the Mapua Leisure Park 
have shifted to a dominant erosion trend over the last 20 years.

From a hazard assessment and planning perspective, future shoreline locations are 
estimated on the assumption that coastal processes continue to act on a shoreline not 
modified by erosion mitigation measures. This is because hazard mitigation measures, 
(either structural features such as revetments or “soft engineering” measures such as 
beach replenishment), may cease to be maintained to meet ongoing protection needs or 
simply be abandoned. In these circumstances coastal erosion processes will gradually 
reassert themselves as the effectiveness of erosion mitigation measures declines.

At present, Council’s Tasman Resource Management Plan (TRMP) only has a Coastal 
Hazard Area (CHA) determined for Ruby Bay. This CHA is limited in that it excludes 
seawater inundation hazard and is based only on coastal erosion processes on a natural 
shoreline, projecting average long term erosion rates observed from 1912-1988 out to 
2040. 

The location of the landward extent of the Coastal Erosion Hazard line has been reviewed, 
using more recent survey and aerial photographic data gathered over the last 20 years. 
Significant sections of the shoreline have been modified by erosion protection structures 
within the last 10 years, most notably along the Broadsea Ave shoreline and from the 
southern end of the Old Mill Walkway (OMW) Reserve to the Mapua Channel. However 
much of the northern Ruby Bay shoreline has remained in a natural state to the present, 
as has the 700m long OMW reserve. Erosion rates in these areas are very similar to, or 
slightly greater than, the 1912-1988 long term average erosion rates on this shoreline.

A possible shoreline location by 2100 has been determined using the long term erosion 
rates calculated for the period 1912-2010 projected to 2100, with wave forces acting on a 
natural shoreline. However, no specific allowance has been made for a number of factors 
that are likely to influence future erosion rates compared to the past. These include:

 Topographic variability of eroded historic backshores compared to present day 
landforms. For example, erosion of past sand dune complexes and present day 
higher foreshore ground levels giving way to lower land levels behind, where one 
might expect erosion rates to increase. 

 An increase in future erosion rates as a result of sea level rise and increased water 
depth adjacent to the land (and thus wave height/wave energy impacting the 
shoreline). 

 Any changes to the predominant wind climate and frequency or intensity of storm 
events. While an increase in westerly winds is predicted for this region in a future 
climate change scenario, a predominance of present-day wind direction is still 
expected to prevail on this coastline.
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The rationale for not making any specific allowance for the above factors on future erosion 
rates is that quantifying direct effects becomes speculative without undertaking extensive 
computer modelling of shoreline processes, particularly with respect to inundation hazard.  
Council has recently provided an annual budget for the next five years, to allow such 
investigations to be made. However, these investigations are more readily able to 
determine the extent of seawater inundation hazard risks than shoreline erosion rates. 
This is due to the complexity of simulating shoreline sediment properties, assumptions 
regarding sediment sources, and littoral drift/sediment transport processes. However a 
desktop estimate of erosion rates in a future sea level rise scenario can be made once 
certain shoreline parameters are determined.

Persistent long term erosion has been occurring on the Ruby Bay shoreline simply as a 
result of prevailing coastal processes causing an imbalance in the sediment budget ie loss 
rates exceeding input rates.  An additional erosion mechanism in a sea level rise scenario 
is described by the Bruun Rule. This rule states that for a shore profile in equilibrium, as 
sea level rises, beach erosion takes place in order to provide sediments to the nearshore 
so that the nearshore seabed can be elevated in direct proportion to the rise in sea level. 

Therefore the historical shoreline erosion trend at Ruby Bay is likely to increase in the 
future, due to the effects of sea level rise. The potential effect of sea level rise on erosion 
at Ruby Bay has not been quantified, as a volumetric analysis of a revised shoreline profile 
for a particular sea level elevation has yet to be undertaken. With LIDAR elevation data 
now to hand, this assessment is now more readily able to be undertaken. However, in the 
interim, it is reasonable to conclude that a simple projection of historic erosion rates to 
determine a possible future shoreline location, as has been done, is likely to result in a 
conservative assessment of that shoreline location

(ii) Erosion hazard mitigation – implications for the future

Shoreline erosion at Ruby Bay has been occurring persistently since at least 1912. 
However, it has been only since the mid 1960’s that built development adjacent to the 
coast has prompted erosion mitigation measures to be taken. These measures include an 
informal rock revetment and modest timber wall structures north of Tait St (where 
residential development first occurred). Other works have extended southwards since 
1999 to include rock revetment construction on the Broadsea Ave reserve, rock revetment 
works between the Old Mill Walkway reserve and the Mapua Leisure Park and most 
recently in front of the Leisure Park itself. Council has just commenced construction of the 
remaining 510m of rock revetment structure for the 700m long Old Mill Walkway reserve, 
principally for erosion mitigation. This revetment, along with all the other erosion mitigation 
works on this shoreline, does not have sufficient height to fully prevent seawater 
overtopping in present-day storm-high tide conditions.

Of the 3.5 km of coastline from the Pinehill reserve at the northern end of the Ruby Bay 
residential area to inside the Mapua channel at the Leisure Park, all but the northern 600m 
of shoreline (ie 2.9 km) has been significantly modified by some form of erosion mitigation 
structure. These structures comprise almost entirely rock revetments, although vertical 
timber walls and log revetments have also been used. Council is responsible for 1100m of 
the 2900m of structural works present on the Ruby Bay shoreline, consisting of rock 
revetments on the reserve shoreline adjacent to Broadsea Ave and the Old Mill Walkway.
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From the northern end of the Ruby Bay community to the Mapua channel, Table 1 below 
outlines the ownership of shoreline-land interface (eg Council reserve, riparian title), nature 
of erosion protection works (existing and under construction) and location of any protection 
works (eg on Council reserve, behind eroded Council reserve and effectively on the 
beach):

Table 1: Ownership and Nature of Protection Works on the Ruby Bay shoreline

Distance 
(m)

Length 
(m)

Property interface Erosion 
mitigation

Ownership of works

0 - 460 460 Council Reserve Nil – gravel berm n/a
460 - 615 155 Riparian boundary, 

on beach
Nil – gravel berm n/a

615 – 815 200 Riparian boundary, 
on beach

Timber (vertical 
and horizontal log) 
walls

Private 

815 – 952 137 Council reserve 
(effectively on 
beach)

Private rock 
revetment

Straddles Council reserve 
and private land, 
effectively private

952 – 980 28 Riparian boundary, 
on beach

Gabion basket 
wall

Private 

980 – 
1390

410 Council reserve 
(Broadsea Ave)

Rock revetment Council 

1390 – 
2080

690 Council reserve (Old 
Mill walkway)

Rock revetment Council 

2080 – 
3100

1020 Council reserve 
(now on beach)

Rock  and 
concrete 
revetment

Private 

3100 - 
3500

400 Riparian boundary 
(on beach)

Rock revetment Private 

Most of the shoreline of the Mapua residential area also has some form of minor erosion 
protection, being either rock revetment, concrete or timber wall. Erosion mitigation 
structures are more significant in magnitude along the shoreline 250m north of the Mapua 
wharf. The only Council erosion protection structure along the Mapua shoreline is the 70m 
long rock revetment immediately south of the wharf buildings, on the foreshore of the 
former Fruitgrowers Chemical site. The remaining erosion protection structures are private 
structures, mostly of a modest nature. North of the wharf, they are located actually or 
effectively on private land, while structures on the Tahi St shoreline (Grossis Point) either 
straddle or are located on Council reserve, with the possible odd exception located on 
private land due to past erosion events. Riparian title exists for 6 properties immediately 
south of the Council rock revetment adjacent to the wharf, with modest protection works 
thereafter on private land. A few Tahi St properties may still have a natural foreshore, but 
are now very much in the minority and are not individually identified.

Setting aside other hazard risks (eg seawater inundation, to be discussed in a section B), 
all of the erosion mitigation works will require periodic maintenance and potential future 
rebuilding, to maintain the existing shoreline location. All of the foreshore structures have 
been built with foundations at a depth suitable for present day sea levels and beach 
profiles. However, as erosion forces continue to reduce the beach volume immediately 
seaward of these structures, foundation integrity becomes threatened. 
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In the case of rock revetments, slumping failure occurs. This has already occurred on the 
private revetment works along the Ruby Bay shoreline and particularly south of Old Mill 
Walkway. Complete failure of sections of the revetment has occurred during storm events 
and has resulted in significant revetment reconstruction to maintain functionality. The older 
Broadsea Ave revetment, while exposed to lesser wave forces than the revetments further 
to the south, has nevertheless only been built to a modest (10-20 year) design standard. 
Some slumping failure (particularly at the southern end) has occurred due to storm wave 
attack and will also require ongoing maintenance into the future. Some reconstruction 
works are planned for the southern end of the Broadsea Ave revetment at Chaytor 
reserve, as part of the current OMW revetment construction works. 

The Old Mill Walkway revetment is reasonably well founded and is well designed for the 
present day beach profile and also accommodates some allowance for moderate future 
term erosion pressures. The revetment toe has been designed to accommodate a certain 
degree of slumping failure without causing a loss of structural integrity of the main 
revetment face. However toe depth will be insufficient to prevent slumping of the revetment 
if erosion forces significantly lower the beach profile down to inter-tidal platform level near 
the revetment. The revetment will require significant rebuilding in the medium-longer term, 
as beach material volumes progressively diminish and expose the toe of the structure.

The privately built vertical timber walls north of Tait St will also eventually fail due to beach 
erosion reducing foundation depth of the pile (and log) structures. As erosion forces 
increase, either in response to increased storminess or greater water/wave depths 
nearshore as a result of sea level rise, complete rebuilding will be required. This may 
prompt a different type of structure such as a revetment to be built. For the most part, this 
can likely be achieved within the property, but a number of houses are very close to the 
beach.

Potentially the greatest concern for both private residents and Council in the future is the 
type of response to increasing erosion (and more particularly inundation) protection to 
those properties that currently have a natural shoreline. At present, erosion pressures are 
very moderate, but are expected to increase with sea level rise. Storm events continue to 
initiate erosion episodes that cause local residents some concern each time they occur. 
For now, natural berm rebuilding processes take place within a reasonable time after each 
event, to subdue action towards a more structural approach to erosion and inundation risk 
management. 

As noted earlier, a narrow (approx 10m wide) Council reserve frontage exists along the 
northern 460m of natural foreshore. This reserve has not been developed to allow public 
access to or along the coast and for all intents and purposes appear part of private 
property adjacent. The southern 70-80% of this reserve is effectively upper gravel beach 
and berm, although the northern 20-30% still has a modest “dry land” component. The 
155m of natural beach front south of the Council reserve and in private title located on the 
beach itself also has only a gravel berm providing erosion and inundation protection to the 
houses behind. 

It is considered inevitable that some pressure will come to bear on Council in the short-
medium term, to either become a party to or grant consent for some form of hazard 
protection work for this northern shoreline. While erosion hazard risk is relatively minor at 
the northern end, this increases as one heads southward, as noted earlier. These risks will 
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increase as sea levels rise. However, before any significant sea level rise issues come to 
bear, it is considered that periodic erosion and inundation events during storms in the next 
5-20 years at most, will prompt a desire for longer term erosion and inundation hazard 
mitigation. 

The nature and scale of erosion and seawater inundation hazard (discussed in Section B) 
in this location in the future may prompt either a structural or regulatory intervention (eg 
planned retreat) response in the long term for the approximately 20 properties along the 
remaining 615m of natural shoreline. Erosion hazard risk alone, in a long term climate 
change scenario, poses an unacceptable threat to these properties on this natural 
shoreline. A northward progression of some form of structural intervention, to encompass 
the entire northern Ruby Bay community, or some planned strategic withdrawal, will be 
required to satisfactorily mitigate hazard risks to buildings by 2100.

EROSION HAZARD RESPONSE OPTIONS

Current and future natural hazard risk exposure can be mitigated by both structural 
intervention and regulatory management means, or a blend of both. The following are 
structural response options for erosion hazard risk mitigation on the Ruby Bay shoreline, 
with implications for both landowners and Council:

(a) Status Quo Structural Protection 
(No further works and no maintenance of existing works)

This option means that no new structural works will be undertaken by Council or private 
landowners and that the integrity and function of the existing works will not be maintained 
into the future. Therefore, on the Ruby Bay shoreline, approximately 1100m of Council-
owned rock revetment, 1420m of private rock revetment and 365m of private other works 
(timber, rock and gabions) will not be maintained. Also, a total of approximately 1050m of 
natural shoreline from Pinehill reserve to the Toru St causeway to the Leisure Park 
remains unprotected from erosion.

Consequence of Option (a)

The outcome of this mitigation option is that storm activity and erosion forces will result in 
continued erosion of the natural beach and gravel berm at the northern end of the Ruby 
Bay community, and progressively undermine and render dysfunctional the existing 
erosion/inundation protection works. This might not begin to manifest itself for some time 
(perhaps 5-20+ years, depending on storm frequency, severity and competence of existing 
works).  By 2100, shoreline retreat to or landward of approximately the line indicated in the 
Figure 2 attached in the appendix will potentially occur.

This scenario also significantly exacerbates existing potential seawater inundation hazards 
(see Section B). This is because erosion hazard mitigation structures also include an 
element of inundation hazard protection, as for the most part they have crest levels at or 
higher than the land behind. This is particularly the case for all of the revetment works 
(excluding the Talley property) from the Mapua Leisure Park to the northern end of the 
Broadsea Ave reserve.

Under this scenario, a regulatory response (development restrictions on “greenfields” land 
and managed retreat on developed areas) is required. This is because virtually all of the 
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coastal properties along the full length of the Ruby Bay foreshore will be affected by 
erosion to either a partial or total extent. Some properties have sufficient depth to allow 
relocation of buildings landward out of the erosion hazard risk area, but in many cases will 
still be significantly adversely affected by seawater inundation hazard and thus require 
relocation. Retrieval and disposal of failed structural works will likely be required, for at 
least aesthetic if not public safety reasons. Council would no longer have any public 
reserve land adjacent to the coast on the Ruby Bay foreshore other than on the beach 
itself! Public access along the entire shoreline at high tide would eventually be available 
only by trespassing on private land.

This scenario is made more complex by the fact that Council has only direct control of 
structures on the 1100m of Old Mill walkway and Broadsea Ave reserves. A further 1800m 
of existing private structures currently exist. If Council decides to no longer allow (in the 
case of the unprotected reserve and private land at the northern end of Ruby Bay) or 
maintain erosion protection on these reserves, then a planned retreat policy will also need 
some accompanying planning mechanism that prevents construction or ongoing 
maintenance of private erosion/inundation hazard mitigation structures. In this scenario, 
further development of much of the coastal plain cannot be condoned in the long term to 
2100, not so much from an erosion hazard perspective (which is significant enough in its 
own right), but from both a seawater and freshwater inundation perspective. These hazard 
risks will be further discussed in Sections B and C.

With respect to the estuary margin adjacent to the Mapua community, erosion hazard risk 
has historically been relatively slight. Nevertheless, most properties now have some form 
of erosion protection on their coastal boundary to offset the frittering erosion caused by 
wave lap. In many instances, erosion protection measures are more for 
cosmetic/landscaping purposes than a genuine need to mitigate a significant or persistent 
erosion trend. The most significant erosion protection structures are on the shoreline of 
those houses north of the Mapua wharf, where exposure to waves and onshore wind is the 
most severe.

Due to the relatively benign (for the most part) wave climate within the estuary, most 
existing structures, particularly if reasonably well built, will continue to mitigate the low 
level erosion hazard risk for many years to come. However, many of the properties on the 
western shoreline adjoining the Mapua Channel have dwellings or buildings with minimal 
setback to the water’s edge. In this location, failure of erosion mitigation structures may 
have increasingly significant adverse effects on building integrity, particularly if erosion 
rates increase as a result of sea level rise or increase in storm frequency or intensity.   

(b) Limited Increased Structural Protection 
(Allow new works and maintain present works, at existing protection level)

This option means that new structural works will be undertaken by Council or private 
landowners for present day coastal processes on remaining unprotected shorelines, and 
that the integrity and function of the existing works will be maintained into the future, either 
through maintenance or replacement work as required. To provide a consistent level of 
erosion mitigation on this shoreline, this requires Council maintaining the 690m of new 
rock revetment on the Old Mill Walkway (OMW) to its present standard and upgrading the 
410m of Broadsea Ave revetment to the OMW standard. The 1420m of privately owned 
rock revetment will need upgrading to the OMW standard and the 365m of other private 
structures will need maintaining and upgrading to the OMW standard as failure occurs. 
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Some 1050m of natural shoreline will progressively (as erosion risk varies) require erosion 
protection works commensurate with the wave forces prevailing, up to OMW standard.

Consequences of Option (b)

This option effectively maintains the shoreline at its existing location. However, the 
structures will incur an ongoing maintenance cost under a present day wave and storm 
climate. This maintenance will eventually include reconstruction of some or all of the 
protection measures. This is because structure foundation depths are largely insufficient to 
provide a stable foundation for the structures in the long term. On an eroding coastline, 
intertidal beach platform levels will progressively edge towards the toe of much of the 
existing protection works, having been founded on a more elevated beach profile.

Maintenance costs of existing structures are likely to significantly increase in the future, in 
response to climate change effects. Greater water depths allow waves with higher energy 
to impact the shoreline/structures, increasing forces that can dislodge rock material from 
the face or crest of revetments. Revetment crest levels can be eroded due to increased 
frequency and volume of water overtopping the structure.

Both Council and private landowners would be committed to maintaining and potentially 
rebuilding erosion hazard mitigation structures. This may be acceptable as a planned 
special rate to the beneficiaries of this work, or the wider ratepayer community. However, 
the costs of providing and/or maintaining hazard mitigation structures on private land is 
likely to be an issue.. 

The effectiveness of erosion/inundation hazard mitigation structures is dependent on the 
entire structure remaining functional as a whole unit over the prospectively 3.5km length of 
the shoreline. Council may come under considerable pressure from private landowners to 
take over and maintain the balance 1.8-2.4km length of private works, if the adverse 
effects of increased erosion and particularly inundation hazard in areas where private 
works are abandoned are to be avoided. 

The cost implications of this possible option could be very significant for Council if private 
works are abandoned, with the almost certain outcome of increasing erosion/inundation 
hazard risks to others beyond the extent of the private propert(ies) in question. No 
significant intensification of development of land along this shoreline, but particularly in the 
area south of Broadsea Ave to the Leisure Park, should be contemplated unless erosion 
hazard risk management measures are maintained in perpetuity, taking into account future 
maintenance and reconstruction needs, including toe depth, rock size and crest height (to 
mitigate overtopping damage and backshore seawater inundation hazard risk).  

(c) Maximum structural protection
(Allow new works and enhance existing works for future wave climate) 

 
This option is the same as for (b) above, with the exception that all existing and new works 
will need to be upgraded or built to meet increased design wave and coastal process 
conditions (compared to the present), due to sea level rise and potential increased 
storminess in a future climate change scenario .
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Consequences of Option (c)

As for Option (b), except that all existing rock revetment works and other protection works 
by private land owners will likely need to be reconstructed so as to have a foundation 
depth around 2m lower than present, and be more robust due to increased wave forces. A 
deeper foundation depth is necessary because the present beach profile will shift landward 
as the beach erodes. There is a net loss of beach sediments from the beach system at 
present – hence the long term erosion trend, which will increase with higher sea level. 
Also, as sea levels rise, there will be a nearshore trend to a lowered beach profile, in an 
effort to achieve a stable beach profile adjacent to the rock revetment works. 

A second consequence is that the present rock armour layer grading (both Council and 
privately owned) will need to be increased in size, so as to continue to provide a stable, 
interlocking revetment face. As sea levels rise and water depth adjacent to the structure 
increases, prevailing onshore storm winds will generate larger waves that will break nearer 
to the structure than at present. Wave energy increases in proportion with the square of 
the water depth, rather than directly proportionally with water depth. Thus, for example, if 
water depth 100m from shore on a present MHWS tide increases from around 2.5m to 
3.3m with 0.8m sea level rise, water depth will have increased 32%, but wave energy will 
have increased at least 75%. Existing rock armour size will be much less stable in a future 
sea level rise storm than at present and it is likely that an additional armour layer of larger 
rock will be required (or at least incorporated into a rebuilt armour face), to provide 
ongoing structural integrity and stability. 

It almost goes without saying that the costs of providing a wall designed to cope with future 
sea level rise wave forces will be considerably more expensive than the present day 
revetment configuration, due to increased depth and rock size requirements. Other forms 
of erosion hazard mitigation built by private landowners (gabions, timber walls etc) will also 
need reconstruction to a higher design standard.

Approximate costs

Approximate present day costs of providing rock revetment protection to existing foreshore 
margins requiring little if any bund construction (such as the OMW foreshore) average just 
over $2000 per lineal metre. The cost of a rock revetment needing substantial stopbank 
construction to form a base (such as south of OMW to the Mapua Leisure Park) 
approaches $3000/m. For a 0.8m sea level rise 2100 climate change scenario, for the 
necessary increased depth and height of stopbank, rock armour and rock armour grading 
(larger grading more difficult to obtain locally), rock revetment construction costs are likely 
to roughly double. This does not take into account landowner issues, spatial constraints 
requiring additional reclamation, resource consent processes, future maintenance costs 
and the like. 

Thus for the 3500m of Ruby Bay shoreline, construction cost of a rock revetment to meet 
2100 climate needs for protection against erosion and inundation can readily exceed $20 
million. For the balance 2.7km of inner estuary shoreline of the Mapua community, a 
number of special treatments for inundation protection may be required (eg concrete wall 
barriers) due to spatial limitations. While wave runup is less of an issue than on the open 
coast, resulting in a reduced scale of erosion/inundation mitigation structure, other issues 
such as spatial limitations adjacent to built development are likely to require a similarly 
costly response per lineal metre as the Ruby Bay foreshore. For the Mapua community, 
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the cost of full structural mitigation of erosion and inundation hazard to the approx 2.7km 
estuarine shoreline in a 2100 climate, 0.8m seal level rise scenario is likely to exceed $10-
15 million. 

All of the approx 6.2km of Ruby Bay-Mapua shoreline is subject to erosion and inundation 
hazard risk at present (although to varying degrees) and these hazard risks must be dealt 
with in a 2100 climate change scenario. Rough order construction costs for full structural 
protection (excluding land issues, consent processes, structure maintenance and the like) 
are likely to exceed $30-35 million.

Mapua shoreline

With respect to the estuary and channel shoreline adjoining the Mapua community, all but 
the shoreline north of the wharf is subject to relatively minor wave lap erosion. More 
substantial erosion mitigation works are constructed on the shoreline north of the wharf, 
are more than adequate to mitigate the erosive effects of the mostly benign wave climate 
and with periodic maintenance should remain serviceable for many years. Relatively 
modest erosion mitigation structures are all that are required to preserve the often narrow 
separation between buildings and the shoreline. However, erosion hazard risk will also 
increase in this area into the future and present-day modest erosion mitigation structures 
will inevitably require strengthening or replacement with more appropriate structures. 
Overall, seawater inundation is considered to be the more significant hazard risk for the 
future in the inner estuary area, in response to sea level rise. 
New structures could impact on the aesthetic appeal of the Channel edge.

B SEAWATER INUNDATION

(i) Land Levels and Inundation Mechanisms

The Ruby Bay – Mapua coastal plain is comprised of a number of distinguishing features 
including old beach ridges, but overall is very low lying.  The land level of the Mapua – 
Ruby Bay plain is almost entirely below 4m amsl, with substantial areas below 3m amsl. 
The Ruby Bay community is typical of coastal developments post – 1950, with houses 
closely abutting the shoreline between Pinehill Reserve and Broadsea Ave. The coastal 
strip at the northern end of the Ruby Bay community is very narrow, with housing located 
in the low swale between the narrow backbeach gravel berm and the coastal cliff behind. 
Progressively to the south, the shoreline row of houses are built either on the frontal dune 
immediately behind the beach, or on the slightly lower lying land behind.

South of Broadsea Ave, a frontal dune of slightly elevated land continues south to taper 
away at the Leisure Park. Behind this frontal dune lies a wide and very low lying area, that 
would if it were not for the Toru Street causeway, be largely estuarine in nature. Landward 
of this, ground levels increase a little and comprise the remainder of the coastal plain on 
which is located part of the Mapua settlement adjacent to the foothills.

Council records now include LIDAR-derived 0.5m contours of the land above present day 
mean sea level and are shown in Figure 1 appended to the end of this report. The highest 
predicted tides (HAT) for this coastline, without any barometric pressure, wind, storm 
surge or other climatic effects, reach a height of 2.3m amsl. Recent analysis of Port 
Nelson tide records has been undertaken by NIWA (Client Report HAM2009-124 (Aug 
2009) to the NCC entitled “Review of Nelson City minimum ground level requirements in 
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relation to coastal inundation and sea-level rise”). This analysis indicates that storm surge 
can elevate sea levels by 0.6m and combined tidal effects (seiche, ENSO/IPO and 
seasonal effects) can add 0.35-0.55m sea level elevation. 

Extreme value analysis of the useable post -1985 Nelson tide record has been 
undertaken. Figure 3 below shows the water levels reached during tide/storm events of 
increasing size (or decreasing probability). For example, an extreme present day storm 
event on a high spring tide, having an AEP of 0.5% (or an event that is expected to occur 
only once every 200 years on average) will reach or exceed a “sheltered water” height (no 
wave runup or other wave effects) of 15.0m (NCC datum), or 2.93m above mean sea level 
(NVD 1955). 

Figure 3: Storm Tide Height – Probability of Occurrence (Port Nelson)

Figure 1 also shows how the probability of reaching certain present day storm/tide water 
levels changes as a result of sea level rise. For example, with a 0.3m sea level rise, the 
same 2.93m water level reached only once every 200 years on average today has an AEP 
of 0.36%, or a probability of being reached or exceeded once every 2.7 years on average, 
and will reach or exceed that 2.93m height more than once a year when sea level rise 
exceeds 0.5m. This situation will be closely replicated at Mapua, as the Nelson and Mapua 
predicted tide levels (eg MHWS and MSL tide elevations) are within 0.1m of each other.

(ii) Future outlook for Inundation Hazard Risk

Present MfE guidelines suggest that Council plans provide for a 0.5m sea level rise by 
2100, with the consequences of a 0.8m sea level rise taken into account. This figure is 
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likely to rise as ice sheet effects, largely unidentified, are further modelled. Thus, by 2100, 
for low to medium consequences of sea level rise on developments, peak static sea level 
at the top of an extreme high tide/storm event (AEP of 0.5%, assuming climate change 
does not affect storm surge magnitude) range from 3.43m- 3.73m amsl.  When the upper 
0.5m of a tide has duration of 3 hours or more, it is not difficult to envisage how 
susceptible to seawater inundation low lying parts of Mapua will become in the future, 
during an extreme tide/storm event. 

As noted earlier, sea level will reach nearly RL 3.0m every 2.7 years on average for a sea 
level rise of 0.3m (currently projected to occur by 2050) and more than once a year for sea 
level rise at or exceeding 0.5m (currently projected to occur by around 2070). No wave 
effects have been taken into account in this calculation. However it is obvious that a 
particular “sheltered water” height will be reached in a smaller storm/tide event because of 
wave runup and wave set effects. 

Wave effects are present to some degree even in this sheltered, estuarine location and 
with the low lying areas exposed directly to the open sea through the estuary mouth. On 
the open coast shoreline of Ruby Bay, wave set and wave runup effects are greater still 
and will increase with increasing water depth in a climate change scenario. However the 
effects of wave runup and set up within the estuary and on the open coast, in terms of 
increasing the probability of a particular “sheltered water” height being reached, have yet 
to be calculated. Figure 4 below shows the latest sea level rise projections to 2100.

9
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(iii) Inundation mechanisms

(a) Wave run-up

Seawater inundation of the Ruby Bay – Mapua coastal plain can occur in two ways. The 
first is via wave runup overtopping the shoreline margin. This will be more significant on 
the Ruby Bay shoreline than within the estuary, where wave height will be comparatively 
lower. Wave runup potential increases with increasing onshore wind strength and water 
depth near shore.  Therefore strong onshore winds coupled with extreme tides generate a 
wave climate on an open coast that induces a certain wave runup on the shoreline. This is 
further exacerbated by climate change and sea level rise effects that significantly increase 
inundation potential, as deeper nearshore water allows larger waves to be generated for 
the same wind strength. Consequently larger waves reach the shoreline unbroken, 
impacting on the shoreline with significantly greater energy and thus runup potential.

(b) General seawater invasion 

The second mechanism of inundation is by general seawater invasion of lower lying land, 
either directly or by seawater back-flowing through pipe outfalls and drainage networks 
into the lower lying hinterland. The dominant mechanism will relate to the land level at and 
behind the shoreline, as well as the availability of flow pathways inland from the coast. 

INUNDATION HAZARD RESPONSE OPTIONS

The existing erosion hazard mitigation works at Ruby Bay (and to a lesser extent at 
Mapua) also mitigate inundation hazard risk. This is because the erosion mitigation works 
(rock revetment, timber wall and gabion structures) are built to a height that is the same as 
or higher than the land behind. On the Mapua estuary shoreline, most erosion protection 
works tend to be at or less than the land level behind and therefore do little to mitigate 
inundation hazard risk.

On the Ruby Bay shoreline, all of the rock revetment works from Tait St to and including 
the Leisure Park provide significant inundation hazard mitigation, due to the crest level of 
the revetment (around 4.5m amsl) being at least 1-2 m higher than the land level 
immediately behind the revetment. The private erosion mitigation works north of Tait St are 
built generally to the height of the gravel beach ridge (around 4-4.5m amsl) and so provide 
no additional inundation protection to the land behind.  

The present revetment works adequately protect the Ruby Bay (and Mapua) shoreline 
against erosion hazard for the present wave climate. Reasonable inundation hazard 
protection is also provided, particularly for the land south of Tait St, although wave 
overtopping in a storm/high tide event already occurs. By 2100, projected sea level rise will 
have a significant impact on existing erosion and inundation hazard mitigation works, 
unless these works are reconstructed accordingly.
The requirements for continuing effective erosion hazard mitigation for a 2100 sea level 
have already been outlined. To satisfactorily mitigate inundation hazard for a projected 
2100 sea level will require significant elevation of the backshore, or bund wall construction 
at alternate locations landward of the shoreline.
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The inundation hazard mitigation measures necessary for a 2100 storm event vary 
according to whether the land at present is largely unbuilt or is existing built community. In 
the “unbuilt” land situation, the consequences of an inundation event are likely to be 
comparatively minor and temporary. Low lying land below RL 3.0 will likely be significantly 
affected by overland flow or ponding in such an event. The frequency of such occurrences 
will still be dependent on and moderated by proximity to the coast, land level and presence 
of any mitigation measures. However, essentially land will be flooded to some degree, but 
infrastructure assets and the health and safety of people and dwellings will not be 
significantly compromised, as housing development is very limited. 

For the built areas of Ruby Bay and Mapua, the potential adverse effects of a 2100 severe 
storm/high tide are rather more extreme. On the Ruby Bay foreshore, wave run-up 
overtopping the beach crest and inundation of the low lying land (up to and exceeding land 
levels at RL 4.0 amsl) back to the rear coastal sea cliff will likely occur. Within Mapua, 
most of Tahi St and Iwa St below RL 3.5m amsl (or higher) will likely be affected by 
seawater inundation. The consequences of not providing effective erosion and inundation 
hazard mitigation measures on the existing built community of northern Ruby Bay and 
Mapua (particularly Tahi St and parts of Iwa St), especially within 150m of the present 
shoreline, include major property and infrastructural damage, failure and/or loss, as well as 
considerable risk to community health, wellbeing and safety. 

There are several structural response options for sea inundation hazard risk mitigation:

(a) Status Quo Structural Protection
(No new works and no maintenance of existing works)

On the Ruby Bay foreshore, the existence of a natural shoreline over the northern 600m 
and erosion mitigation works constructed on the balance of foreshore to the Leisure Park 
has already been described (refer to Erosion Option (a)). Little if any inundation hazard 
mitigation works exist beyond prevailing land levels on the estuary shoreline adjacent to 
the Mapua community.

The erosion mitigation works have a crest height of 4.0m - 4.5m amsl, with the concrete 
wall immediately south of the Old Mill Walkway being around 5.0m amsl.  Apart from two 
properties that have been significantly infilled, land levels behind the erosion protection 
works are at least 1m lower than the crest level of erosion mitigation structures facing that 
land. This is especially the case for almost all of the land south of the concrete wall south 
of the Old Mill walkway reserve, where swales between remnant dune features are 2m or 
more below the crest of the rock revetment.

Consequences or Option (a)

During storm events coinciding with high spring tides, all of the erosion mitigation 
structures are overtopped to some degree by wave runup. At the northern end of the Ruby 
Bay beach, there is a long history of periodic wave runup overtopping parts of the 
backshore gravel ridge. This has caused significant seawater inundation in the low swale 
within several of the properties. Relatively minor inundation hazards have been 
experienced by the bulk of the remaining properties along the foreshore north of Tait St..
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However, southwards along the coast, the partial sheltering effect of the Kina Bluff and 
slightly elevated intertidal platform is lost, with greater wave action and wave runup 
occurring. The Broadsea Ave reserve and frontage of the foreshore properties have been 
significantly affected by seawater inundation. During Cyclone Drena in Jan 1997, 
significant volumes of seawater overtopped the clay bund wall on the reserve frontage, 
flowing through to Broadsea Ave and causing significant ponding in the street. The clay 
bund was of similar height to the existing rock revetment. So far, seawater inundation 
hazard has narrowly avoided affecting most of the backshore residents along the avenue.

South of the Old Mill walkway, significant inundation of the low lying land behind the 
erosion protection works and the rear dune system has occurred by wave runup 
overtopping the revetment works. In the Cyclone Drena event, significant inundation of the 
low lying land well inland of the clay bund wall occurred, although the wall provided 
somewhat less defence against overtopping than the current revetment. Even the higher 
land level of the property protected by the concrete has been affected by seawater 
inundation to a minor degree. This is due to the near-vertical nature of the seawall. Waves 
impacting on the seawall are forced upwards, with water then being driven inland by the 
strong onshore wind. 

In summary, varying degrees of seawater inundation of the backshore and hinterland of 
Ruby Bay has periodically occurred. Erosion mitigation measures have acted to limit but 
not fully negate inundation risks. If no further erosion protection works are built and the 
existing works are not maintained, then the inundation hazard risks will significantly 
increase into the future, via two possible mechanisms. 

The first mechanism is by wave runup causing periodic overtopping of an intact backshore 
gravel berm or erosion mitigation structure. The severity and frequency of this occurrence 
will increase as a result of any climate change and sea level rise, or increased storm 
intensity or frequency.

The second and much more significant mechanism for increasing inundation risk arises 
from the progressive erosion or failure of backshore gravel berms or erosion mitigation 
structures. As these structures fail, the generally lower lying land behind these features or 
structures becomes increasingly exposed to seawater inundation, in both aerial extent and 
volumetric terms.

Council has information from past coastal process modelling for erosion management 
purposes, that indicates that seawater inundation potential is not fully avoided (other than 
spray effects) until revetment structures are over a metre higher than present (for existing 
climatic conditions). It has not undertaken any computer model simulations of potential 
seawater inundation scenarios, but there is now budgetary provision in the annual plan to 
undertake coastal process modelling over the next 5 years. 

In the interim, a qualitative assessment has been undertaken of the potential extent of 
periodic maximum seawater inundation. This is based on a 2100 climate with 0.8m sea 
level rise, in an extreme high tide storm event. The extent of possible inundation is 
assessed, taking into account the topography of the coastal plain, distance from the 
shoreline, and whether or not current erosion/inundation mitigation measures remain 
functional.
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The estimated extent of inundation shown in Figure 2 attached in the appendices reflects a 
scenario where it is assumed that erosion protection structures have failed and no future 
hazard mitigation works are built. In this extreme tide/storm/sea level rise scenario, “worst 
case” seawater inundation of nearshore land by wave run-up/overtopping, combining with 
hinterland inundation from either landward penetration of waves or simple inland flow due 
to low land levels, is mapped. A nominal upper level of RL 3.5m is mapped for the 
maximum extent of hinterland seawater inundation in this scenario. Land at RL 4.0m and 
higher but immediately adjacent to the coast will be dominated by wave runup effects. 
Land around RL4.0m within 200-300m from the coast may also be affected by overland 
flow or inundation, but progressively reducing with increasing distance from the coast. 
Inundation of land more distant from the coast may occur up to RL 3.0m. 

In this option of no further provision or maintenance of foreshore hazard mitigation works, 
occupancy of all shoreline properties south to at least the Old Mill walkway becomes 
progressively more subject to hazard risk and eventually becomes untenable as one 
approaches a projected 2100 climate. This is a direct result of the effects of severe and 
likely increasing persistent erosion and periodic extreme seawater inundation hazards.

It is important to note that the extent of potential inundation hazard shown in Figure2 is 
both an unmodelled, qualitative assessment and is for an extreme tide/storm/0.8m sea 
level rise scenario. The extent of inundation is only postulated and is also periodic, having 
an annual probability of occurrence. The extent of inundation can only be assessed 
through coastal inundation modelling and is a logical next step to pursue, particularly for 
the low lying parts of Mapua. In addition, the annual probability of inundation occurrence 
will gradually increase up to the extreme tide/storm/0.8m sea level rise scenario, as that 
scenario develops.

With respect to the estuary shoreline adjoining the Mapua community, little to no seawater 
inundation mitigation measures exist in tandem with the erosion protection measures on 
this shoreline, as most erosion mitigation measures are at a relatively low level. Seawater 
inundation risks will increase beyond that potentially caused by the coincidence of storm 
activity during a high spring tide/flood event in the Waimea River, principally as a result of 
climate change and sea level rise. 

Grossis Point and southern Iwa St are locations vulnerable to inundation, particularly in a 
2100 scenario of 0.8m sea level rise/storm event/high tide. Most of the Tahi St present day 
residential area is located on land around 3m amsl. Present day HAT coincident with a 
maximum recorded storm surge in Tasman Bay alone reach a similar elevation. Under this 
option, Tahi St will be significantly affected by seawater inundation hazard prior to and 
certainly in a 2100 scenario with sea level rise at or higher than 0.8m, to a point that 
continued occupation will become untenable.. 
 
(b) Limited Increased Structural Protection

(Allow new works and maintain present works at existing level)

This scenario has very similar issues with respect to the potential threats and costs of 
maintaining the integrity of existing structures as for the erosion hazard risk. However, 
maintaining the integrity of existing erosion mitigation measures into the future does not 
also mitigate existing or future seawater inundation hazard risk to land or foreshore 
dwellings.
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The more significant hazard risk faced by the property owners along the 600m long natural 
shoreline at the northern end of the Ruby Bay community is inundation rather than erosion, 
both in the present day and most likely in the future. Because of extant inundation hazard 
risks, several houses have been built or added to in recent years with minimum floor level 
requirements. However, in a future climate scenario, as sea levels rise and/or storminess 
increases, wave overtopping of the existing backshore barrier will increase in frequency 
and inundation hazard risk will gradually intensify. 

Buildings along the northern shoreline are located on a thin sliver of land between the road 
and open coast.  For the remainder of the foreshore properties a little further to the south 
to Broadsea Ave, subdivision or simply the presence of a landward property or road 
restricts options for inundation risk management. Many dwellings are set back on the 
property to the extent practicable and some also have floor levels that elevate the structure 
well above low lying land levels, or are located on a remnant dune ridge. Some of these 
buildings have either replaced or are significant renovations to the original structure on the 
site. However, most buildings on this section of shoreline were the first buildings to be built 
at Ruby Bay, beginning in the 1940-1950s. They have inappropriate floor levels to mitigate 
future inundation hazard risk to the building, and are often sited on lower lying land in 
close proximity to the shoreline. 

Even with appropriately set floor levels to mitigate inundation risk to the building, the land 
on which they are sited will be progressively more affected by inundation hazard and 
become less functional as a residential site. The only way to mitigate the 2100 inundation 
hazard risk to the land is to provide an elevated backshore barrier to prevent wave 
overtopping. This barrier will need to be significantly higher than the existing backshore 
level, perhaps 1.5-2.0m higher than present. This has significant cost implications for both 
private land owners as well as Council, as all of the shoreline will need to be elevated to a 
similar height.

Perhaps for some of the very northern properties, and potentially for a number of other 
properties in close proximity to the shoreline down to the southern end of Broadsea Ave, if 
erosion/inundation hazard mitigation measures are built or retained with their crest level to 
only present day elevation, the inundation risk is very likely to become untenable in a 2100 
climate scenario, due to wave overtopping. Inundation risk is also very likely to extend a 
significant distance inland, affecting at least all the properties between the shoreline and 
Stafford Drive (and to the coastal cliff at the very northern end) from Pinehill Rd to Tait St, 
and all of Broadsea Ave.

Further to the south of Broadsea Ave, seawater inundation overtopping existing revetment 
structures will significantly affect all of the low lying land back to the rear dune system, 
potentially penetrate into the very low lying land to the rear of these dunes through any low 
access, and significantly affect all of the Mapua Leisure Park. 

The Toru Street causeway to the Leisure Park is a key impediment to seawater inundation 
of the low lying land behind the Ruby Bay backshore. While the causeway is at little risk 
from coastal erosion forces, it has the potential to be overtopped by seawater in a 2100 
climate change scenario. Significant overtopping will occur in a 2100 climate if a severe 
storm event coincides with very high spring tides, a scenario that will also cause 
overtopping of the land margin at both ends of the causeway. 
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In summary, maintaining existing or building new foreshore erosion/inundation mitigation 
structures to existing crest elevations is an adequate (but not complete) hazard mitigation 
measure for the present. Periodic wave overtopping will occur along the Ruby Bay 
shoreline during storm events coinciding with high tides, which will affect a modest number 
of properties to some degree. Structure maintenance will need to continue indefinitely into 
the future, to maintain structure integrity and some degree of hazard mitigation. However, 
under the influence of climate change - sea level rise, the frequency and severity of wave 
overtopping increases. Wave forces on the structures as well as erosion forces at the base 
of the structures also increase. These factors will progressively lead to greater 
maintenance requirements and probable reconstruction, resulting from partial collapse of 
revetment armour rock or complete failure altogether.

As noted earlier, with respect to the estuary shoreline adjoining Tahi St and Iwa St little to 
no seawater inundation mitigation measures exist. The incidence of wave overtopping the 
structures north of the wharf area will increase here as for the open coast. For Tahi St 
properties, new works will be required to mitigate inundation hazard risk. Hazard mitigation 
measures available to the community include progressive elevation of floor levels 
wherever possible, or managed retreat. A more invasive mitigation measure ultimately 
involves the construction of a tide exclusion barrier entirely surrounding the peninsula. This 
will be an interesting and potentially costly engineering exercise that may be problematic 
to implement, depending on the nature of the barrier proposed (vertical wall or earth bund), 
due to the proximity of housing development to the shoreline. 

Managed retreat is a practical but probably unpalatable option for most landowners. 
However, it is an effective inundation hazard mitigation measure in the long term, given the 
severity of the inundation hazard risk by 2100. Inundation hazard may be avoided if over 
time a “no rebuild or removal” policy is introduced into planning documents now. Any bare 
ground, such as the former Fruitgrowers Chemical site, should have an appropriate 
minimum FGL so that any development on that land is not subject to inundation risk in the 
2100+ future.

(c) Full Hazard Mitigation 
(Allow new works and enhance existing works for future wave climate)

Fully mitigating potential coastal erosion and seawater inundation hazard risks to the 
Mapua - Ruby Bay shoreline will involve enormous structural intervention over more than 
6km of shoreline. Existing revetment and wall structure foundations will need to be more 
deeply entrenched, probably to a depth at least 1-2m lower than present. Crest elevations 
also need to be increased to at least 1.5-2.0m higher than present along the Ruby Bay 
shoreline to the Waimea estuary channel. Around the inner estuary shoreline, the Toru 
Street causeway will need raising at least 1m and the low lying parts of the Mapua 
community will require new inundation hazard mitigation structures to be built. The cost of 
this will be enormous (likely to be in the tens of millions of dollars in today’s terms). 

It is prudent to consider the possibilities of a mixed planning and structural mitigation 
response to erosion and seawater inundation hazard risk, particularly in combination with 
and in response to a third hazard risk faced by parts of  Ruby Bay-Mapua  - that of 
floodwater inundation resulting from rainfall runoff from the land. 
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(d) Mixed Structural and Land Infill Options

As described earlier, the Ruby Bay – Mapua coastal plain comprises both built and 
essentially unbuilt land and has variable (but generally low) land level. The existing and 
potential future erosion and inundation hazard risks are variable, both in extent and 
location. Seawater and freshwater inundation (see Section C) is a particular hazard risk to 
significant areas of low lying built and unbuilt land. There is potential for inundation hazard 
risks to be reduced or mitigated by raising land elevation through land filling. However the 
potential for (and consequences of) land filling in conjunction with other structural options 
for inundation (and to a lesser extent erosion) hazard risk mitigation vary for existing built 
and unbuilt land and the degree of land filling that occurs. Land filling is a necessary 
prerequisite for development in all situations, but the consequences of doing so may be 
unacceptable in some locations. Mixed structural response options and consequences of 
each include:

(i) Land Filling – West of Seaton Valley Stream to Stafford Drive/Aranui Rd 

Land bounded by the Seaton Valley Stream, Stafford Drive, Aranui Road and the northern 
end of Iwa St is reasonably set back from the coastal margin (and therefore coastal 
inundation effects). Land levels are mostly above RL 3.5m amsl and therefore reasonably 
safe from freshwater inundation risk, as shown in Fig.2. This land could be potentially 
further developed, with modest filling of the lower land levels on undeveloped land areas 
(to RL 4.0m+), to provide for servicing cover requirements and mitigation of risks 
associated with ponding from incident rainfall. Some modest stopbank bunding may be 
required adjacent and west of the Seaton Valley Stream, to prevent any risk of seawater 
inundation from the NE and SE, as well as from floodwater breakout from the Seaton 
Valley stream.

(ii) Land Filling –East of Seaton Valley stream and Stafford Drive

A strip of land approximately 150-200m wide east of Stafford Drive, south of Broadsea Ave 
and immediately east of the Seaton Valley Stream and north of the estuary inside the Toru 
St causeway may potentially be able to be further developed. The potential for further 
development is more critically dependent on significant land filling to mitigate potential 
flooding and seawater inundation hazards risk than land west of Seaton Valley stream. 
This land is lower lying than land in (i) above, being mostly between RL 2.5-3.5m, and is 
located nearer the coast and estuary. Land filling to RL 4.0-4.5m+ as well as more 
substantial stopbank bunding on the eastern and southern margins would be required to 
mitigate freshwater and seawater inundation risk. Both land filling and bund construction 
may, however, increase the inundation risk potential on other areas to the north, east and 
south and inundation modelling is required (particularly for seawater inundation risk) to 
confirm the practicality and effect of filling in some or all of this area.  

(iii) Land Filling – South of Broadsea Ave and west of the foreshore margin

This option requires substantial filling of the lowest lying land on the Ruby Bay-Mapua 
plain prior to any development occurring. This area currently functions as a detention area 
for freshwater flooding from the Seaton Valley Stream and is subject to significant 
seawater inundation risk both at present (nearer the coast) and particularly in a future 
2100 climate change scenario. No infilling should occur in this area without first modelling 
the effect of removing floodwater detention capacity in this area and increasing flood 
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hazard risk onto adjacent land. In addition, this land would require significant erosion and 
inundation protection to be provided along the foreshore, to avoid the effects of wave 
runup and seawater inundation risk in this area. Land would also need to be filled to RL 
4.5m or more, so as to provide sufficient land elevation for adequate provision and 
functioning of infrastructure services. This option is considered unlikely to be feasible from 
both a land fill cost perspective and due to the adverse effects of removing floodwater 
detention capability.

Other smaller scale land filling scenarios are present within the Ruby Bay – Mapua 
floodplain. These include:

(iv) Land Filling – Ruby Bay Built Development Area 

Land filling in low lying areas east (and to a lesser extent west) of Stafford Drive in Ruby 
Bay is generally not a viable proposition. This is because the effect of filling low lying land 
in these areas will, in almost all cases, reduce ponding or detention storage volume for 
stormwater runoff and/or wave runup and therefore exacerbate flooding risk on the 
remaining low lying land adjacent. This is particularly so for the low lying land between 
Stafford Drive and the coast, where some form of detention storage will likely be required, 
more so particularly in a future 2100 sea level rise scenario. This occurs due to stormwater 
outfalls to the coast become increasingly submerged at higher tides and therefore have 
reduced outflows, unless pumping or similar is provided. Similarly, the risk of wave runup 
into low lying areas presently periodically occurring will further increase unless 
comprehensive inundation protection is provided.

(v) Land Filling – Mapua Built Development Area

Land filling in the built area of Tahi St is potentially possible as the area is generally all at a 
similar level, with few areas acting in a detention capacity during periods of high intensity 
rainfall. Land filling, provided it did not shed incident rainfall onto adjacent property, would 
have no effect on neighbouring land, but would elevate land further from the effects of 
inundation from the sea.
In other parts of Mapua contain areas of low lying land, however, that cannot be readily 
filled because (as in Ruby Bay) it will exacerbate flood hazard risk on adjacent property. 
Land filling can only occur on a case by case basis, where additional drainage provision 
occurs to offset potential adverse effects on adjacent land. Such areas include the low 
lying swale land in Iwa Street.

C FLOODWATER INUNDATION

(i) Catchment Runoff

Council has recently completed rainfall runoff modelling and inundation studies for the 
catchments draining into Seaton Valley and the Tait St area. This work was undertaken as 
part of both the design upgrade for the Seaton Valley Stream channel between Stafford 
Drive and the estuary and upgrade of the stormwater runoff reticulation/drainage network 
servicing Ruby Bay. A variety of floodwater inundation scenarios were modelled. These 
included a design rainstorm occurring in a present day climate (ie current sea level) and 
level of development, through to future full development of zoned land with 0.5 and 0.8m 
sea level rise. All modelling work assumed that presently proposed works to upgrade the 
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stormwater reticulation in south Ruby Bay, Seaton Valley drainage works and Leisure Park 
causeway culvert works, were undertaken.

The causeway is modelled as a wall of infinite height. Therefore the extent of flooding is 
influenced by the amount of seawater that can backflow into the upper estuary through the 
one remaining ungated culvert pipe, rather than also by overtopping the Toru St 
causeway. The tide level also controls the rate at which floodwater can exit from the area 
upstream.  For a future development scenario and 0.5-0.8m sea level rise, in land 
downstream of Stafford Drive, floodwaters pond to an elevation of just under RL 2.5m (if 
the Lower Seaton Valley (LSV) land upstream of Stafford Drive is excluded from detention 
storage) or less than 0.1m lower if LSV land is used fully for floodwater detention. The 
effect of 0.5 and 0.8m sea level rise amounts to a maximum of 39mm at the causeway, to 
1mm at Stafford Drive. In summary, for a range of development and climate change 
scenarios, the extent of flooding does not significantly vary and reaches an elevation just 
under RL 2.5m amsl in the low lying area upstream of the causeway and northwards to 
Ruby Bay. 

The extent of floodwater inundation modelled at Ruby Bay changes modestly but not 
significantly depending on the model parameters chosen. Discernible localised effects do 
occur, having around 0.2m elevation difference. However occurrence and essential 
character of the inundation pattern under varying development and sea level rise 
scenarios does not fundamentally alter, particularly in terms of properties affected.  

Figure 2 in the appendix attached shows the maximum extent of floodwater inundation that 
occurs for the worst case scenario modelled, being full future development of the current 
and proposed zones in an extreme 100 year annual recurrence interval rainfall event and 
2100 climate with 0.8m sea level rise. The areal extent of this flooding pattern is modestly 
but not greatly different from that which would occur in the present day in an extreme 
rainfall event. 

The effect of removing significant flood-prone areas from inundation hazard risk has, other 
than for the LSV land, not been modelled. The low lying land north of the causeway is 
subject to both floodwater and seawater inundation hazard risk. Filling of significant areas 
in this location will have both present and future potential adverse effects of more than a 
minor nature on the balance land. It may also extend the flood hazard risk area onto land 
that is not presently subject to that risk. Resolving the effects of significant filling would 
require further inundation modelling to be undertaken.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Mapua – Ruby Bay communities are located on a low coastal plain and extend onto 
the adjacent hills. The coastal plain, however, is exposed to existing coastal erosion, 
seawater inundation and floodwater inundation hazard risks. The coastal erosion hazard 
risk is a persistent one, while seawater and floodwater inundation hazard risks are related 
to events that are episodic. Prevailing hazard risks will remain but also progressively 
increase both through time and particularly with projected climate change influences such 
as sea level rise manifesting itself.

Coastal erosion hazard and historical erosion rates are well identified on this shoreline. 
Shoreline erosion has been projected to 2100 using historic average long term erosion 
rates on a “natural” shoreline. No allowance has been made for the inevitable increase in 
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erosion rate in the future. Erosion rates will increase in response to climate change, 
potential increased storminess and sea level rise, and in response to topographic changes 
(ie erosion in low lying land is faster than higher land). Similarly, floodwater inundation risk 
is reasonably well identified through recent computer inundation modelling work. However, 
seawater inundation hazard has only been qualitatively assessed on the basis of past 
historical events and examination of the local topography. Seawater inundation modelling 
can (and should) be undertaken to more accurately identify the extent, frequency and 
severity of inundation hazard risks associated with particular events or development 
scenarios. 

Hazard risks can be managed by a number of means and some hazard mitigation 
measures have already been implemented. These measures include planning policies and 
physical works. For all but 600m or so of the 3.5km long Ruby Bay foreshore, erosion 
hazard has been significantly mitigated by the construction of timber walls and principally 
rock revetments. All but 1.1km of these structures are privately owned and built. All of 
these structures require an ongoing maintenance commitment to retain functionality. 
These structures also reasonably but by no means completely mitigate inundation hazard 
risks for present day wave climate conditions, due to insufficient elevation. Continuing and 
future erosion and inundation hazard risk to this shoreline and the land behind is 
fundamentally linked to the collective ability of Council and private land owners to fund 
maintenance of existing works and provide any new structural measures on an effective 
and enduring basis. 

As climate change effects and sea level rise increases, the ability for present-day hazard 
mitigation measures to provide ongoing hazard risk mitigation to the land and 
developments behind significantly decreases. Present levels of hazard mitigation will 
require significant funding for maintenance in the long term, and further substantial sums 
of money for additional works are required to mitigate the effects of climate change. Future 
works including increasing foundation depth, crest height and rock armour grading (due to 
increased erosion forces, wave energy and runup potential) will be required, to maintain 
appropriate hazard mitigation levels. This work must extend uniformly and over the full 
length of the shoreline of both Ruby Bay and Mapua for comprehensive hazard risk 
management to the locality to be retained. Such mitigation measures have enormous and 
persistent practical and financial implications for both Council managed and privately 
owned land. 

The estuarine margins of the Mapua community are particularly susceptible to increasing 
future climate change-induced hazard risk. At present, some reasonable erosion protection 
works exist along the shoreline to the north of the wharf, being the area most exposed to 
wave forces penetrating through the estuary channel mouth. The balance of the Mapua 
shoreline has very modest to no erosion protection at all. With sea levels rise in the future, 
the risk of seawater inundation of land below RL 3.0-3.5m during an extreme tide/storm 
event increases markedly. 

In the case of the Mapua community, analysis of the frequency and severity of elevated 
sea levels as climate change progressively occurs is required and is recommended, so as 
to determine the probability and extent of inundation risk to the land adjacent to and inland 
of the estuary into the future. Investigation of potential inundation hazard mitigation 
measures for the low lying parts of the Mapua community is also recommended. Until this 
work is undertaken, it would be prudent to be cautious with respect to the nature and 
extent of allowing either an intensification of existing developed areas or new 
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developments on land below an RL 3.5m, particularly in the absence of investigation of, 
commitment to and implementation of effective, appropriate and enduring hazard 
mitigation measures.

Exposure to floodwater and seawater inundation hazard risk to some parts of the Mapua-
Ruby Bay plain may be able to be mitigated through land filling. The potential for this 
option (in combination with structural measures) depends on the location and degree of 
built development existing, the degree of hazard risk exposure and effects of land filling on 
risk transfer. Land filling is likely to be most tenable (from a hazard mitigation perspective) 
on the higher land further set back from the coast and estuary, provided flood hazard risk 
is not exacerbated on adjacent land and appropriate bund protection works are provided to 
mitigate potential seawater inundation risk. However, opportunity for land filling in Ruby 
Bay and parts of Mapua is very limited unless comprehensive drainage improvements are 
made and shoreline erosion and wave overtopping inundation is prevented. This is due to 
land stability and the effect of removing detention storage requirements that subsequently 
exacerbate flood hazard risk to adjacent land.
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Erosion – Old Mill Walkway 2006

Broadsea Ave – Chaytor Reserve - Cyclone Drena Jan 1997
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Broadsea Ave Coastal Inundation – Cyclone Drena Jan 1997

Broadsea Ave Inundation – Cyclone Drena Jan 1997

. 
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Surface Flooding - Lower Seaton Valley Mapua 
June 2003


